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Project Fact Sheet
(Garhwal Region)
Loan

2410-IND

Subproject

Uttarakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program
(UUSDIP)

Executing Agency

The Executing Agency (EA) for the Investment Program is the
Uttarakhand Government’s Urban Development Department
(UDD). The EA has established the Investment Program
Management units (IPMU) to execute, manage and monitor the
implementation of the Investment Program, and provide overall
policy directions. IPMU has the mandate to closely supervise and
monitor every component under the Investment Program.

Implementing Agency

IPMU has engaged Uttarakhand Pey Jal Nigam (UPJN) as an
implementing agency PIU-1 for water supply and PIU-2 for waste
water management (sewerage) components at Dehradun and
PIU-Roorkee for both water supply & waste water management
(sewerage) components Roorkee.
Similarly Uttarakhand Public Works Department (PWD) would be
the implementing agency for roads and traffic management
components. Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) have been given a
major role in implementing solid waste management and slum up
gradation components.

Monitoring Period
Covered

April 2016 to June, 2016
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I.

Introduction

1.
Uttarakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program (UUSDIP) is intended to
optimize social and economic development and poverty reduction throughout the urban sector
in Uttarakhand. UUSDIP will also provide policy reforms to strengthen urban governance,
management, and support for urban infrastructure and services. This will be achieved through
investments in urban infrastructure (water supply, sewerage and sanitation, solid waste
management, urban drainage, urban transport and roads). The Investment Program will
support the Government of India (GoI) and the Government of Uttarakhand (GoU) in their
policy of balanced regional socio-economic development and poverty reduction through
improvements in urban governance, management, and infrastructure and service provision in
31 towns of Uttarakhand1 in planned manner of four Tranches.
2.
The Investment Program will support: (i) water supply; (ii) sewerage and sewage
treatment; (iii) municipal solid waste management; (iv) urban roads and traffic management;
(v) slum upgrading and poverty reduction; and (vi) planning and design, institutional and policy
development, capacity building, and to raise awareness.
3.
Tranche I, Loan No-2410- The Project was sanctioned in October, 2008. The towns
covered under this project are Dehradun, Haridwar and Nainital. The description of towns
covered under this project is mentioned below -

•

Garhwal Region-Project Towns are Dehradun & Haridwar. There are total 08
subprojects in Garhwal region. Out of this 04 subproject packages are of water supply
and 03 subproject packages are of waste water management in Dehradun town and
01 subproject package of water supply in Haridwar.

•

Kumaon Region -Project Town is Nainital. There are 04 sub project packages of
water supply in Nainital town.

4.
The Investment Program will minimize resettlement impacts by prioritizing
rehabilitation and optimization work within existing facilities’ or premises. New construction is
proposed on vacant Government land where feasible. There are no significant resettlement
issues in the ongoing Tranche I sub-projects. Resettlement planning undertaken during
program preparation shows that for Tranche I, the main resettlement impacts will be due to
rehabilitation and laying of pipe networks. Impacts are temporary in nature confined to
squatters on RoW and roadside shops in busy market areas.

II.

Validation

5.
It is confirmed that in all the subprojects, which are covered in this report, there
are no Indigenous People (IP), no land acquisition, and all impacts are temporary in
nature. The livelihood of the people will get impacted only during the construction activity for
which they will be compensated as per the ADB guidelines.
6.
The Resettlement Plans (RPs) were prepared for the subproject packages having
temporary Involuntary Resettlement (IR) impacts. Affected persons were identified through the
1

These towns are: Almora, Bageshwar, Bajpur, Barkot, Champawat, Dehradun, Gangotri, Gopeshwar,
Haldwani, Haridwar, Jaspur, Joshimath, Kashipur, Kichcha, Kotdwar, Manglore, Mussoorie, Nainital,
New Tehri, Pauri, Pithoragarh, Ramnagar, Roorkee, Rudraprayag, Rudrapur, Srinagar, Kedarnath,
Badrinath, Sitarganj, Uttarkashi, and Yamunotri.
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census survey on the basis of ADB’s Involuntary Resettlement Policy of 1995 & updated as
per actual site conditions.
7.
In Garhwal Region, out of the 12 subproject packages (08 original + 03 Retendered
+01 Additional), 08 subproject packages of water supply system (05 Original + 01
Retendered+ 01 Additional) and 05 waste water management packages (03 Original + 02
Retendered) 5 subproject packages have temporary resettlement impacts.
8.
Affected persons were identified through census survey conducted in various project
locations based on the corridor of impact. Based on the census survey and confirmation of
detailed designs, there are no expected impacts on permanent structures. Impacts are
confined to mobile vendors and small shops in market or residential areas. The main nature of
livelihood is small scale selling activities of fruits, vegetables and other assorted items.
9.
For mitigating the temporary impacts 2 separate RPs of water supply packages,
WSS01D and WSS02D were prepared for Dehradun. For waste water management a
combined RP was prepared for WMM01D, WMM02D (RT), WMM03D(RT) and WMM04D2 at
Dehradun.
10.
In kumaon region out of the 4 subproject packages, all the subprojects are of water
supply system and 2 subproject package have temporary resettlement impacts. Affected
persons were identified through census survey conducted in various project locations based
on the corridor of impact along the alignment of water supply. Based on the census survey
and confirmation of detailed designs, there are no expected impacts on permanent structures.
Impacts are confined to mobile vendors and small shops in market or residential areas. The
main nature of livelihood is small scale selling activities of fruits, vegetables and other
assorted items. For mitigating the temporary impacts a combined RP was prepared for
subproject packages of water supply, WSS02N & WSS03N at Nainital.
11.
Resettlement Plans Water Supply Dehradun WSS01D: Resettlement Plan (RP) was
approved by ADB in 2011, for water supply optimization sub-project in Dehradun3 to be taken
in Tranche-1, prepared at the time of BTA in the year 2007 for Laying of Water Distribution
Network in core areas at Dehradun.
12.
The entire Water Supply Distribution System, Dehradun is divided into 46 water supply
zones and 5 sub zones based on the location of the existing as well as proposed storage
reservoirs (CWR / OHT). The location of such proposed OHTs is based on the view to obtain
equitable water supply.
13.
The total length of Water Supply Distribution lines in 7 Core Zones are 167.54 Km in
the market areas are Dharampur Chowk, Aragarh Chowk, Haridwar Bypass Road, Gandhi
Gram, Jhanda Bazaar, Moti Bazaar, Band Bazaar etc.
14.
The work was terminated on 27.05.2014 due to poor performance of contractor.
Balance works has been awarded in Re-tendered Package – WSS01D (RT). Before
2
3

At present sub project WWM04D has been shifted to Tranche-III, so the total impact of WWM01D, WWM02D& WWM03D is
taken under the project.

Dehradun is the capital of Uttarakhand, with a population of 426,674 (2001 Census). It has an estimated 71,272 water
supply house connections. In addition there are 7,412 commercial connections and about 780 community stand posts
provided from the water supply network. Ground water is the main source of water contributing about 77% of its total
supply of 182 million liter per day (mld). The rest (23%) is drawn from various surface water sources and treated in 2
WTPs. There are 76 overhead tanks/clear water reservoirs serving the water supply system within the municipal limits. The
total length of the distribution network proposed 564Km in addition to 119.65 km of rising mains from 94 tube wells.
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termination Physical Progress was- is 87.49 km of pipeline has been laid and 42 km length
has been Hydro tested. Total 51.57%. Out of 21666 House connections 7500 no’s
connections have been made, which is 35% of total house connections.
15.
At present sub project balance work has been awarded to contractor, under subproject
WSS01D (RT), LoA issued on 26.11.2015, mobilization advance released & essentially
certificate issued for K7 DI Pipe (50% of BoQ).In this quarter cumulative physical progress of
balance work under retendered WSS01D (RT) is 20%.
16.
As per RP there was 137 DPs, identified affected temporarily, but by adopting good
practices, no impact has been recorded/ observed/ visualized by the joint verification team.
17.
Resettlement Plans Water Supply Dehradun WSS02D: Resettlement Plan (RP) was
approved by ADB on 2011, for water supply optimization sub-project in Dehradun to be taken
in Tranche-1, prepared at the time of BTA in the year 2007 for Laying of Gravity Raw Water
Main from Bandal to Dilaram bazar WTP at Dehradun.
18.
A total of 33 DPs had minor impact & compensation had been disbursed as per
approved Micro Plans. The sub project WSS02D was completed on dated 31.03.2014.
19.
Resettlement Plan Waste Water Management Dehradun: For waste water
management the trunk sewer line proposed to connect the STP from the existing outfall of
Kargi Zone was to be laid under the original awarded package WWM02D. Because of poor
performance of the contractor, the contract was terminated. For early commissioning of STP it
was decided to connect the existing outfall sewer from Kargi Zone to inlet chamber of STP.
The total length of trunk line is about 881 m which is executed under the variation of present
STP contract package WWM01D. Due to this RP was updated & approved on dated October,
2014 for the WWM01D,WWM02D, WWM03D& WWM04D. Total 168 (1CPR+167 DPs) were
identified including 13 DPs of sub project WWM04D. At present sub project WWM04D has
been shifted to Tranche-III, so the total impact on WWM01D, WWM02D& WWM03D are 155
(1CPR+154 DPs).
20.
Impact on CPR (temple) is envisaged due to interference in the alignment of the trunk
sewer line subproject WWM01D, which will pass close to the temple (Religious structureCPR) near Kargi chowk, Haridwar Bye Pass along NH-72 at Dehradun. The community
opposed for sewer line near the temple and after series of consultations and discussions it
was decided that if the alignment could not be changed than the temple should be shifted to
other place.
21.
For relocation of temple public consultation meeting was organized with temple
trustee/members and local public on 08.08.2014 to get their consent for relocation. Another
consultation was organized on 19.08.2014 and Chief Executive officer Municipal Corporation,
Dehradun has given his consent for relocating the temple on Government Land Plot No-206 of
area 0.0430 Ha, opposite the present temple site which is across NH-72 and has also given
“No objection certificate (NOC) vide letter No-368 dated 12.09.2014 for relocation of temple.
The construction activity of temple started on 29.11.2014. The work has been completed & the
CPR-religious temple has been inaugurated on dated 11.06.2015.
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22.
A local resident has some misunderstanding regarding the ownership of the land. A
survey & joint verification was organized by Tehsildar on DMs verbal order and placed their
report for the same, which shows that the land where the construction is being done is
government land as per revenue records of Municipal Corporation.
23.
Mr. Indrajeet Sharma has also submitted the representation to the Country Director
INRM on dated on 19th October, 2015. A Special Project Administration Mission (the Mission)
for Loan 2410-IND: Uttarakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program (UUSDIP)Project-1 and Loan 2797-IND: Uttarakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program
(UUSDIP)-Project-2 (the Project) visited Dehradun from 25-27 November 2015. Expert of ADB
has concluded based on facts & findings are as under:• Complaint 1: The Mission agreed with the complainant, the project authority and the
participating revenue officers that a survey map for plot 101/2 would be obtained by the
complainant and/or the Revenue Authority, and a survey would be undertaken on the
land to establish the ownership status of plot 206 da.
• Complaint 2: The Mission noted some ambiguity in the wording of the NOC, but also the
clearly stated intention in all relevant documents including the NOC, to relocate the
temple to plot 206 da.
• Complaint 3: The Mission demonstrated that complaint 3 is unfounded.
• Complaint 4: It was agreed that the project authority would pursue options for granting
access to the complainant's uncontested land by obtaining an ease mention adjacent
roads or land.

The Project Director assured that the UDD will take all necessary actions to
resolve the matter amicably and the issue will be accorded highest priority.
24.

25.
The survey map have been collected and joint verification of land of temple has been
organized jointly by Revenue department and Nagar Nigam officials in presence of Mr.
Indrajeet Sharma and officials of UUSDIP on 25.04.2016. At the site it was observed that no
portion of old number 101/2 comes in the land of CPR Land no. 206 d. Mr. Indrajeet Sharma
then requested Nagar Nigam officials verbally to give him passage for his land (English
Translation of minutes of joint verification meeting and the original meeting minutes) are
attached as Annexure II.
26.
Meticulous planning & good practices have been adopted for minimizing socioeconomic impacts. The Joint Verification Committee has verified 100% affected persons as
per RP List of WWM01D, WWM02D & WWM03D. Impact has been verified and reported till
date is only in subproject WWM01D - 03 (01 priest, 01 Motor Garage & One Vendor Tea
shop). Micro Plan for R&R assistance including ID cards of DPs has been prepared &
submitted to PIU for competent approval. Relocation of CPR -religious structure (Temple) has
already been completed & inaugurated on dated 11.06.2015.
27.

Under sub project WWM01D, the STP Contract Package involves construction of

sewage treatment and disposal of waste-water generated from Kargi Zone of the Dehradun
town. This plant is proposed to treat the sewage generated in about 25 km2 of area of the
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town which is on the upstream of STP location. The sub-project comprises construction of one
Sewage Treatment Plant having capacity of 68MLD.
28.
STP is ready and under 3 month's trial run since 10.07.2015, which is completed
successfully. O&M period start from 11.10.2015 and formal handing over & other arrangement
is under progress for O&M contract with UJS. Training program on O&M to end user
department was conducted on 03.03.2016.
29.
Relocation of temple at Kargi Chowk has already been completed& inaugurated on
dated 11.06.2015. Relocation & rehabilitation process including disbursement of
compensation and R&R assistance has also been completed for temporary impact on the
livelihood loss of the priest of the temple, one vender and one Motor garage.
30.
Under sub project WWM02D, As per RP, total of 108 DPs including 13 vulnerable
DPs were identified. There was temporary impact for a short period during execution when the
trenches remained open. The category of DPs is mobile vendors and road side shop keepers,
located only at congested area of roads.
31.
Total length of sewer network is 81,167 meters having minimum diameter of 200 mm
in majority of the length and the maximum dia of pipe is 1000 mm. Areas covered under this
package are; Kalindi Enclave, Arawali Enclave, Priyadarshani Enclave, Kanwali Gaon,
DwarikaPuri, HariPur, VyomPrasth, Engineers Enclave, Sailok Phase I and III, Anupam
Vihaar, Sangam Vihaar, Ankitpuram, Narmada Enclave, Chandershekhar Azaad Colony,
Gandhi Gram, Mayur Vihaar, VasundharaKunj, Pushpanjali Enclave, KaliMandir Enclave,
Dronpuri, Alkananda Enclave, Janakpuri, Green Park, Braham Puri, Lohia Nagar, Gangotri
Enclave, Aman Vihaar, DashmeshPuri, Ashok Enclave, Kashmiri Colony, Nehru Vihaar,
Brahman wala, Niranjanpur, RishabhVihaar, Shakti Vihaar Phase I and II, Mehboob Colony,
Azaad Colony, Bank Colony, Hameed Colony, Moolchand Enclave, Choudhary Enclave,
Sandhu Enclave, UdayVihaar, Parkash Lok, Vasundhara Enclave, Shimla Enclave (W),
Ashwani Enclave etc. Work of laying of sewer lines could not be taken up at Shakti Vihar &
Green Park due to proposed line passing through private land (Agriculture land at Shakti Vihar
and ITI premises at Green park)
32.
The work was terminated on 26.04.2014 due to poor performance of contractor
&retendered as sub project WWM02D(RT). Total Physical Progress was-37% & the present
progress of balance work under retendered subproject WWM02D(RT) is 93.90 %.
33.
The Joint Verification Committee has verified 100% affected persons as per RP List.
By adopting good practices, no impact has been recorded/ observed/ visualized till date.
34.
Under sub project WWW03D: As per RP total of 43 DPs including 02 vulnerable
DP’s were identified. There was a temporary impact of short period during execution when the
trenches remained open. The category of DPs is mobile vendors and road side shop keepers,
located only at congested area of roads.
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35.
Total length of sewer network is 32,700 meters of minimum diameter 200 mm and
maximum 400 mm. The colonies/layouts and areas covered under this package are;
Mansrovar Colony, Siddharth Enclave, Nehru Enclave, HariKunj, Hari Vihar, Satya Vihar,
Vijay Park, Vijay Park Extension, Akashdeep Colony, Mahendra Vihaar, Deep Lok Colony,
Mitralok Colony, Govindgarh, Teachers Colony, Parkash Nagar. Idgah, Shivaji Marg,
KhurburaMohalla, Shiv Colony, Gandhi Gram(east of Bindal River), Saraswati Soni Marg,
Park Road, Keshav Road, New Basti (East of Bindal River), Sanjay Colony, Patel Nagar(West
and East), Bhandari Bagh etc.
36.
The work was terminated on 26.04.2014 due to poor performance of contractor &
retendered as sub project WWM03D(RT). Total Physical Progress was-32% & the present
progress of balance work under retendered subproject WWM03D(RT) is 89.46 %.
37.
The Joint Verification Committee has verified 100% affected persons as per RP List.
By adopting good practices, no impact has been recorded/ observed/ visualized.
38.
Table 1 below shows the subproject wise summary of resettlement implementation.
As enumerated from the table there were 345 temporarily affected persons (DPs) and 01
permanent affected (temple) cumulative of all the packages of Garhwal Region, during the
preparation & updation of RP. In Kumaon Region there were 172 temporarily affected persons
(DPs) cumulative of both the packages, during preparation and updation of RP.
39.
Meticulous planning & good practices have been adopted for minimizing socioeconomic impacts & the Joint Verification Committee has verified and reported affected
persons is 36 DPs got disrupted to their livelihood (33 DPs in WSS02D & 03 DPs in
WWWM01D) out of 345 DPs, till date. All the DPs were compensated. Relocation of CPR religious structure (Temple) has already been completed & inaugurated on dated 11.06.2015.
Table 1: Summary of Resettlement Implementation
Sl.
No.

(1)

Name of the
Sub-project

(2)

Total number of
DPs
Perma Temporar
nent
y
(3)
(4)

Implementati Verification by
Ownershi Progress %
on Status
Joint Verification p of Land
4
committee /DSC-1
(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

Dehradun
1.

4

Laying of Water
Distribution
Network in core
areas at
DehradunWSS01D

None

137
identified
during RP
preparatio
n re
verified by
CAPP
NGO
(HIHT

• Approved RP had 137 DPs. Govt.
Land
Amounting Rs-121,005
• During re- verification survey No
one has been, impacted during
Laying of Water Distribution
Network making the total
number of DPs -NIL till date.
• Meticulous planning & good
practices have been adopted for

68%

Affected persons have been verified by the Joint Verification Team as constituted by Project Manager, PIU Dehradun. The Joint
Verification committee comprises 04 members i.e SCDO -IPMU, concerned Assistant Engineer-PIU Dehradun, RM&M Expert
DSC-1, and Construction Manager/Field Supervisor DSC-1.
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Sl.
No.

(1)

Name of the
Sub-project

(2)

Total number of
DPs
Perma Temporar
nent
y
(3)
(4)

2.

Procurement
for Laying of
Water
Distribution
Network in core
areas at
DehradunWSS0
1D (RT)

3.

Laying of Gravity
Raw Water Main
from Bandal to
Dilarambazar
WTP at
DehradunWSS02D

None

4.

Replacement of
Pumping Plants
and Electrical
items and
renovation of
pump houses at
DehradunWSS03D
Procurement of
Silent Mobile &
Static Generators
at DehradunWSS04D

None

33 (Raipur
village to
Survey
Chowk).
10 Title
holder
DPs in
Sherki
village
were
already
paid the
compensa
tion
amount.
Total = 43
None

None

None

Construction of
68 mld STP on
SBR process at
DehradunWWM01D
Laying of trunk
sewers & Branch
sewers in Unsewered areas of
Kargi Zone at
DehradunWWM02D
Procurement of
Laying of trunk

01

(Combine
d updated
RP
approved
in the
month
October,2
014 for
these
packages)
WWM01D
- 03 (01
priest, 01
Motor

5.

6.

7.

8.

Dehradun)
and 12
more
found
during
resurvey.
Therefore
total = 149

None

Implementati Verification by
Ownershi Progress %
on Status
Joint Verification p of Land
4
committee /DSC-1
(5)

(6)

minimizing
impacts

(8)

(9)

socio-economic

• Verified only 33 DPs had minor Govt.
Land
impact & compensation had
been disbursed as per approved
Micro Plans,
• R&R work completed

100%
Completed

NA

Govt.
Land

100%
Completed

• At present sub project
WWM04D has been shifted to
Tranche-III, so the total impact
of WWM01D, WWM02D&
WWM03D is taken under the
project
• The Joint Verification Committee
has verified 100% affected
persons as per RP List.
• During execution with meticulous
planning only 03 DPs had minor
impact in WWM01D (01 priest,
01 Motor Garage & One Vendor
Tea shop) and compensation
disbursed.
• Site visits were made and
consultations were held in order
to assess the impact based on
the detailed engineering design.

Govt.
Land

NA

Govt.
Land

100%
Completed

Govt.
Land

36%

NA

89%
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Sl.
No.

(1)

9.

10.

Name of the
Sub-project

(2)
sewers & Branch
sewers in Unsewered areas of
Kargi Zone at
DehradunWWM02D(RT)
Laying of Branch
sewers in
Sewered areas of
Kargi Zone at
DehradunWWM03D
Procurement of
Laying of Branch
sewers in
Sewered areas of
Kargi Zone at
DehradunWWM03D(RT)

11.

Shopping Mode
Construction of
CC approach
road from
Haridwar by pass
road to New STP
in DDUN
WWM01D/CC1

12.

Replacement of
Pumping Plants
and renovation
of pump houses
at HaridwarWSS01H

13.

Renovation of
pump houses
and
replacement of
pumping units
and valves in
existing water
supply system
and
construction of
new tube wells
at Nainital
(WSS01N)
Works
under
Nainital water

Total number of
DPs
Perma Temporar
nent
y
(3)
(4)

None

None

Garage &
One
Vendor
Tea shop)
WWM02D
- 108
(Including
13
Vulnerable
DPs)
WWM03D
- 43
(Including
03
Vulnerable
).
Total =
(155 =154
DPs +1
CPR)

None

Implementati Verification by
Ownershi Progress %
on Status
Joint Verification p of Land
4
committee /DSC-1
(5)

(6)

(8)

It was envisaged that the impact
of laying sewer lines has been
restricted to the lanes and streets
having width less than or equal to
3.5 mtr. Because of the reason
that enough space remain
available in lanes having width Govt.
more than 3.5 mtr, which Land
provides enough width for
movement and thus has no
impact has been considered in
such lanes.
• The DPs were provided advance
information
regarding
the
upcoming construction activity to
ensure that there is no or
minimum disruption to their
livelihood.
• Excavation has been expedited
and
walkways
have
been
provided for access in order to
avoid livelihood loss.
• WWM02D& WWM02D(RT)- NIL
• WWM03D &WWM03D(RT)-NIL
NA
NA
Govt.
Land

(9)

32%

82.7.%

100%
Completed

Haridwar
None

None

NA

NIL

Govt.
Land

100%

Nainital

14.

100%

None

None
None

None

172
identified

NA

NA

Govt.
Land

• 172 identified during RP preparation. Re 100%
verification survey carried out by the CAPP
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Sl.
No.

(1)

Name of the
Sub-project

(2)

Total number of
DPs
Perma Temporar
nent
y
(3)
(4)

supply
and
rising main at
All Saint Zone,
Nainital
(WSS02N)

15.

16.

Replacement of
old rising mains
and steel tanks
and laying of
new rising main
in core area,
Nainital
(WSS03N)
Construction of
clear
water
reservoirs
in
core
area
Nainital
(WSS04N)

during RP
preparatio
n

Implementati Verification by
Ownershi Progress %
on Status
Joint Verification p of Land
4
committee /DSC-1
(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

NGO in Dec 2013-Jan 2014 observed that
during execution of work water supply
alignment initially proposed was slightly
diverted to DSA ground to minimize the
impact on squatters and vendors ,due to this
socio-technical intervention none of the AP
got any disruption to their livelihood.
• The DPs were provided advance information
regarding the upcoming construction activity
to ensure that there is no or minimum
disruption to their livelihood.
• Excavation has been expedited and
walkways have been provided for access in
order to avoid livelihood loss.
• DPs -NIL
95.64%

100%
None

None

NA

NA

NA

* Re-verification survey report submitted by Joint Verification Team as constituted by Project Manager, PIU
Dehradun. The Joint Verification committee comprises 04 members i.e SCDO -IPMU, concerned Assistant
Engineer-PIU Dehradun, RM&M Expert DSC-1, and Construction Manager/Field Supervisor DSC-1.

40.
Separate subproject package wise tables (A.1 to A.12) for Garhwal region and (B.1 to
B.4) for kumaon region are placed in Appendix 1 showing the engineering components in brief
and related resettlement impacts of all the subprojects under Tranche I.

III.

Institutional Arrangement

41.
Executing Agency (EA):The Urban Development Department (UDD) of Uttarakhand
is the executing Agency (EA) of the investment program. The EA has already set up a statelevel Investment Program Management Unit (IPMU) headed by Program Director.
42.
Implementing Agencies: The Implementing Agencies (IAs) has also set up state –
level Investment Program Implementation Units (IPIUs) to manage implementation of subproject packages in their respective districts/towns5. The IPMU was assisted by Investment
5

The IA for the investment program is the Uttarakhand Pey Jal Nigam (UPJN) for water supply and
sewerage sub-projects, and the Public Works Department (PWD) for roads and traffic management
subprojects.
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Program Management Consultants (IPMC) who was providing program management support,
assuring the technical quality of design and construction, and providing advice on policy
reforms. At present IPMU is not assisted by IPMC as IPMC has been demobilized on 16th Jan
2014.
43.
IPIU is being assisted by Design and Supervision Consultants (DSCs), who are
designing the infrastructure, managing tendering Contractors and supervising the construction
process. Construction Contractors (CC) has been appointed to build elements of the
infrastructure.
44.
To address the environmental and social issues “Environment and Social Management
Cell” (ESMC) was constituted within the institutional framework of IPMU on 30th July 2010.
Ms. Seema Singh joined IPMU on 1st August, 2014 on the post of SCDO. There is no social
expert available at IPIU level.
Consultants:

45.

46.
Garhwal Region: The DSC-1 has a resettlement specialist who is working closely with
the ESMC and is responsible for updating existing RPs, preparing new RPs/ RPs for future
subprojects, and also support in monitoring and grievance redressal. The Resettlement Expert
is available on an intermittent basis for the Project. In DSC 1 at Dehradun, the Resettlement
Specialist Mr. Sharad Misra was mobilized on 15th April 2014 as replacement. Social
Development expert position was dropped after discussion with IPMU.
47.
Kumaon Region: Resettlement Expert Mr. Neeraj Tiwari has been demobilized. Mr.
Suresh Chandra Khandoori is Social Development Expert at DSC-2 on intermittent basis.
Scope of work/key tasks for Resettlement management/monitoring expert is as under:
(i)

Assist the EA in preparing resettlement plans for the sub projects proposed to be
covered under the project in accordance with relevant government policies and
guidelines and ADB’s Involuntary Resettlement Policy.

(ii)

Assist the EA in identifying land acquisition and resettlement (LAR) requirement.

(iii)

Prepare the development plans for indigenous people, if necessary, in accordance
with the agreed Indigenous Peoples Development Plan for the Investment
Program, ADB’s Policy on Indigenous Peoples.

Scope of work/key tasks for Social Development expert is as under:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Conduct a poverty and social impact analysis
Conduct a stakeholder analysis and prepare a participation strategy or plan
outlining how to involve which stakeholders at different stages of the Project cycle
Conduct a gender assessment and prepare a gender development strategy or
gender action plan.
Assist the PIUs and PMUs in all community/social development activities and slum
improvement works taken up under the project.
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48.
RP Implementing Agency CAPP NGO: For Community Awareness and Participation
Program (CAPP), an NGO named Himalayan Institute Hospital Trust (HIHT) Dehradun was
engaged as CAPP consultant (NGOs) in February 2011. CAPP NGO demobilized on 31st
May 2013. In Kumaon Region CAPP-NGO namely Institute for Development Support (IDS) in
Nainital was mobilized from Feb 2011 to 30 June 2013 and from November ’13 to Feb’ 14.
Presently there is no NGO in Garhwal and Kumaon region. The process of hiring NGO was
initiated in the month of August 2015, but it has been observed that by the time the
procurement process for hiring NGO gets completed, major works of Kumaon would be
completed and sewerage works in Dehradun will get over. Therefore it was decided to drop
the process of hiring NGO. Instead the individual experts will be hired for implementation of
R&R activities.
49.

Valuation Committee (VC) :
Purpose of valuation committee - To comply with the agreed Resettlement
Framework, Valuation Committee has been formed for determining the compensation
and R&R assistance to the entitled DPs based on category of loss, type of loss &
quantum of loss at town PIU level.
Formation of Valuation Committee •

A valuation committee was constituted for subproject packaged WSSO2D in July 2010
at IPMU level vide office order no. UUSDIP/122/1699 Dated 22.07.2010. But now for
compliance of social safe guard issues & implementation of RP for the balance work of
all sub projects under Tranche -1&2, Valuation Committee has been
formed/constituted for the Dehradun Town projects in the month June, 16, 2015& for
Roorkee town in the month July, 30, 2015, in compliance to IPMU order no UUSDIP/A268/302 dated 23.05.2015.
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Organizational Chart of Uttrakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program
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IV.

RP Implementation

50.
Total 03 Resettlement Plans (RPs) were prepared in Garhwal Region and a combined
RPs for two subprojects was prepared in Kumaon Region. All RPs were duly approved by
ADB for the subproject packages having temporary Involuntary Resettlement (IR). All the RPs
has been revised and further NOC from ADB was availed. The approval status of RPs for
various sub-projects under UUSDIP is presented in table 2 below.
Table 2: Status of Resettlement Plans for Tranche I
S. No

Name of the Sub Project
package
Garhwal Region
Dehradun
WSS01D -Laying of Water
1.
Distribution Network in core areas
at Dehradun
WSS01D (RT) -Procurement
2.
Laying of Water Distribution
Network in core areas at
Dehradun

3.

WSS02D -Laying of Gravity Raw
Water Main from Bandal to
Dilarambazar WTP at Dehradun

4.

WSS03D -Replacement of
Pumping Plants and Electrical
items and renovation of pump
houses at Dehradun
WSS04D -Procurement of Silent
Mobile & Static Generators at
Dehradun
WWM01D -Construction of 68
mld STP on SBR process at
Dehradun
WWM02D -Laying of trunk
sewers & Branch sewers in
unsewered areas of Kargi Zone
at Dehradun
WWM02D (RT) -Laying of trunk
sewers & Branch sewers in
unsewered areas of Kargi Zone
at Dehradun
WWM03D -Laying of Branch
sewers in sewered areas of
Kargi Zone at Dehradun

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Present Status of RPs

Progress %

• RP update & approved on 12th January 2011.
• Approved RP had 137 DPs. Amounting Rs121,005
• Re-verification done by DSC-1 in the month May
& June, 2015 as per RP List.
• No one has been found, impacted during Laying
of Water Distribution Network of 52% completed
task. Meticulous planning & good practices have
been adopted for minimizing socio-economic
impacts
• Physical Progress of retendered subproject
WSS01D (RT) is 20%
• No impact has been recorded during the present
progress of construction.
th
• RP update & approved on 5 October, 2010
• Verified only 33 DPs had minor impact &
compensation had been disbursed as per
approved Micro Plans
RP not required

100%

RP not required

100%

• Combined RP was prepared for 96 DPs and
th
NOC obtained on 25 April 2011.
• RP has been updated due to laying of trunk
sewer line underneath the Kargi Zone Temple
(CPRs) under Kargi zone.
• Updated RP was approved in the month
October, 2014 for 154 DPs+1CPR.
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts.
The Joint Verification Committee has verified
100% affected persons as per RP List of
WWM01D, WWM02D & WWM03D. Impact has
been verified & reported till date only in

100%

68%

100%

93.90

89.46
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10.

WWM03D (RT) -Laying of Branch
sewers in sewered areas of
Kargi Zone at Dehradun

11.

Shopping Mode Construction of
CC approach road from Haridwar
by pass road to New STP in
DDUN
WWM01D/CC1

WWM01D - 03 (01 priest, 01 Motor Garage &
One Vendor Tea shop).
• Compensation including R&R assistance has
been disbursed to all 03 DPs.
• Relocation of CPR -religious structure (Temple)
has already been completed & inaugurated on
dated 11.06.2015
RP not required

Completed

Haridwar
WSS01H -Replacement of
Pumping Plants and renovation
of pump houses at Haridwar

12.

RP not required

100%

Nainital
WSS01N- Renovation of pump
houses and replacement of
pumping units and valves in
existing water supply system and
construction of new tube wells at
Nainital
WSS02N- Works under Nainital
water supply and rising main at
All Saint Zone, Nainital

13.

14.

15.

WSS03N- Replacement of old
rising mains and steel tanks and
laying of new rising main in core
area, Nainital

16.

WSS04N- Construction of clear
water reservoirs in core area
Nainital

51.

RP Not Required

•

172 APs were identified during RP
preparation.

100%

100%

•

Re verification survey was carried out by the
CAPP NGO in Dec 2013-Jan 2014 and
observed that during execution of work water
supply alignment initially proposed was
slightly diverted to DSA ground to minimize
the impact on squatters and vendors, due
none of the AP got any disruption to their
livelihood, therefore total impact on DPs is Nil
• The other measures taken to avoid the impact
are –
The DPs were provided advance information
regarding the upcoming construction activity
to ensure that there is no or minimum
disruption to their livelihood.
Excavation has been expedited and walkways
have been provided for access in order to
avoid livelihood loss.
RP Not required

100%

100%

Challenges for Implementation of RP:
•

At present IPMU is not assisted by IPMC as IPMC has been demobilized on 16th Jan
2014.
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•

•
•
•

Unavailability of implementing agency –NGO. For Garhwal region, CAPP NGO
demobilized on 31st May 2013. In Kumaon Region CAPP NGO demobilized on March
2014.
Unavailability of social staff & support staff at IPIU level.
No clear guidelines for subsidy on water connection for women household connections
& BPL household connections.
No clear guidelines for Employment of women in O&M included in subproject contracts
at the same pay level as their men counterparts.

52.
The follow up activities for implementation of resettlement plans and delivery of
entitlements has been tabulated below. Only the subproject packages having IR impacts were
considered.
Table 4: Status on Delivery of entitlements Tranche I
Name of Sub-project

Preparation
of Micro
Plan

Verification of APs

Issuance of
ID cards

Entitled
Amount in
(Rs.)

Compensa
tion
Amount
paid(Rs.)

Garhwal Region
WSS01D -Laying of
Water Distribution
Network in core areas at
Dehradun-

NA
NA
NA
• Approved RP had 137 DPs.
Amounting Rs-121,005
• Meticulous planning & good
practices have been adopted
for minimizing socio-economic • No impact has been recorded during the
progress of construction
impacts.
• Re-verification done by DSC1 and joint verification team in
the month May & June, 2015
as per RP List.
• No one has been found
impacted during laying of
water distribution network of
68% completed task.

NA

WSS01D (RT) Procurement Laying of
Water Distribution
Network in core areas
at Dehradun

WSS02D -Laying of
Gravity Raw Water Main
from Bandal to
Dilarambazar WTP at
Dehradun-

Done

33 (Raipur village to Survey Chowk).
10 Title holder APs in Sherki village
were already paid the compensation
amount. Total = 43

WWM01D -Construction
of 68 mld STP on SBR
process at DehradunWWM02D(RT)-Laying of
trunk sewers & Branch
sewers in unsewered
areas of Kargi Zone at
DehradunWWM03D(RT)-Laying of
Branch sewers in
sewered areas of Kargi
Zone at Dehradun

Micro Plan
approved
for the
WWM01D is
Rs.
62,510.00
(01 priest, 01
Motor Garage
& One
Vendor Tea
shop).

• Combined RP was prepared for
th
96 DPs and NOC obtained on 25
April 2011.
• RP has been updated due to
laying of trunk sewer line
underneath the Kargi Zone
Temple (CPRs) under Kargi zone.
• Updated RP was approved in the
month October, 2014 for 155(154
DPs+1CPR).
• Meticulous planning & good
practices have been adopted for
minimizing socio-economic

Completed.

1,06388/

Total
amount of
Rs.
1,06388/=
already
paid.

• Revised RP6 approved in October 2014
• ID Card distributed as per submitted
Micro Plan of DPs WWM01D
• Completed (01 priest, 01 Motor Garage
& One Vendor Tea shop As per joint
verification impact Micro Plan submitted
for the WWM01D is Rs. 62,510.00 (01
priest, 01 Motor Garage & One Vendor Tea
shop).
• As
per
approved
Micro
Plan
Compensation amount Rs. 62510.00
was disbursed.

6

RP was updated & approved in October, 2014 for the WWM01D, WWM02D, WWM03D& WWM04D. Total 168 (1CPR+167 DPs)
were identified including 13 DPs of sub project WWM04D. At present sub project WWM04D has been shifted to Tranche-III, so
the total impact on WWM01D, WWM02D & WWM03D are 155 (1CPR+154 DPs). Thus total amount excluding sub project
WWM04D is Rs. 31 88,515 (compensation Rs 3,19,775+ CPR relocation Rs. 28,68,740 for (01 Temple & 154 DPs)
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Name of Sub-project

Preparation
of Micro
Plan

Verification of APs

Issuance of
ID cards

Entitled
Amount in
(Rs.)

Compensa
tion
Amount
paid(Rs.)

impacts.
• The Joint Verification Committee
has verified 100% affected
persons as per RP List of
WWM01D, WWM02D &
WWM03D.
• Impact has been verified &
reported till date only in WWM01D
- 03 (01 priest, 01 Motor Garage
& One Vendor Tea shop).
• Micro Plan approved Rs 62,510/=
Relocation of CPR -religious
structure (Temple) has already
been completed & inaugurated on
dated 11.06.2015

Kumaon Region

WSS02N- Works under
Nainital water supply
and rising main at All
Saint Zone, Nainital
WSS03NReplacement of old
rising mains and steel
tanks and laying of
new rising main in core
area, Nainital

Reverification
survey
during and
after
execution
of work
conducted
by CAPP
NGO from
Dec.’13 to
Jan’14

• Re verification survey carried
out by the CAPP NGO in Dec
2013-Jan 2014 observed that
during execution of work, water
supply lay out plan initially
proposed was slightly diverted
to DSA ground to minimize the
impact on squatters and
vendors.
• Work in the section was
carried out in the winter
months, which period is of
utmost zero tourism activity
thus the disturbance did not
cause much damage to
business activity of squatters
None of the APs got any
disruption to their livelihood.

NA

NIL

NA
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V.

Consultation and Participation

53. In this quarter 04 Public Consultations & Focus Group Discussion were
conducted Dehradun for verifying the affected persons. Labor Day was organized on
1st May 2016 for the labors of all the packages at Dehradun, Roorkee and Ramnagar.
54. Labor Day Celebration - Labor Day was celebrated on 1st of May 2016 at Dehradun,

Roorkee, Ramnagar, Haldwani and Nainital. Approximately 220 labors ( 24 women and
196 women) working in different subproject packages participated in the program. Health
camp was organized at Ramnagar and Roorkee and the labors were provided gifts. The
officials of PNB, Yamuna Colony, Dehradun provided information to the labors at
Dehradun about social security schemes such as Sukanaya Samridhi Khata, PNB Oriental
Mediclaim policy, Pradhanmantri Jandhan yojana, Atal Pension Yojana. The labors were
oriented for opening bank accounts. The project officials provided information to the labors
about their rights and security at work site.
55.

Objective of public consultations& focus group discussion are •

establish rapport between the project affected persons and other stakeholders for the
success of the project;

•

build an environment where people understand and appreciate the need and
importance of the project;

•

learn from the people about the issues in terms of the regional linkages, safety, and
other social dimensions of the region/ area that need to be considered while execution
of the project;

•

facilitate the partnership and ownership of the community through their involvement in
the decision making process; and

•

Understand and incorporate the views of the people in the execution process in order
to minimize the future resistance and delays.

•

Recording/registering
the
authority/stakeholders.

grievance

for

redressal

by

the

competent
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Table 5: Summary of Public Consultations
S.
NO

Date

Venue

Subject

Participants
Male
Fem
ale
Dehradun
12
15

Descriptions

1

24.4.2016

Kargi
Temple

• Verification of
temple land

1.05.2016

Dilaram
WTP,
Roorkee,
and
Ramnagar

Health camp for
labors and labor day
celebration

196

24

• Health camp was organized.
• The information about social
security schemes such as
Sukanaya Samridhi Khata,
PNB Oriental Mediclaim
policy, Pradhanmantri
Jandhan yojana, Atal Pension
Yojana was provided to the
labors.

20.05.2016

Khurbura
WSS01D(R
T)

27

08

• Verification of impact as per the
list of RP.
• Identification
of
affected
persons, if any
• Registering the grievance during
the construction period/ laying of
sewer line including safety
measures
adopted
by
contractor.
• Aware community about the
program and provide information
on long term benefit of the
program.

15.06.2016

Laxman
Chowk

• Verifying
the
Impact
• Registering
the
Grievances
• Aware community
about the program
and provide
information on long
term benefit of the
program.
• Social safety and
security of women
and adolescent
girls.
• Verifying
the
Impact
• Registering
the
Grievances

5

4

• Verification of impact as per the
list of RP.
• Identification
of
affected
persons, if any
• Registering the grievance during
the construction period/ laying of
sewer line including safety
measures
adopted
by
contractor.

•

A joint verification was
organized by Shri. Rajendra
Nauniyal (Patwari) of Nagar
Nigam, Shri. Gangaram
Uniyal, Kanoongo in
presence of Mr. Indrajeet
Sharma, Shri. Gurdep Singh
Kala, Tehsildar and UUSDIP
representatives.
• After field verification it
became clear that no portion
of old Number 101/2 comes
in the land of CPR Land no.
206d.
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VI.

Public Disclosure

56.
All the RPs prepared under UUSDIP has been disclosed on the Program website
(www.uusdip.org) as well as on ADB website. The RPs are also available in the Program unitsIPIU and IPMU. Simplified version of the RP and the Entitlement Matrix has been prepared in
local language (Hindi) and distributed in the form of handbills to the concerned stakeholders.
During preparation of Micro Plans DPs were duly consulted and this practice will be carried
throughout the Program implementation phase.
57.
Moreover the internal monitoring reports named as Social Monitoring report are also
disclosed on the ADB as well as the Program website. Henceforth, Social Monitoring Reports
will be prepared quarterly and would be duly uploaded on the websites.

VII.

Grievance Redressal Mechanism

58.
For redressal of grievances provisions have been made at PIU Dehradun & PIU
Roorkee to record and redress public grievances. The process so designed has the following
2 modes for recording the grievances;

•
•

A separate corner has been created under the existing website www.uusdip.org.
A toll free number (18001804159) has been procured under UUSDIP for registering
grievances.

59.
The Town Level Committee (TLC), acting as a grievance redress committee (GRC) is
chaired by the Mayor or Chairperson with representatives ward members, the district
magistrate, collector, commissioner, special area development authority, Uttarakhand Pey Jal
Nigam UPJN, Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan UJS, Public works Department PWD, business, and
civil society. Although GRC meets at a regular interval.
60.
In the quarter 15 grievances have been recorded. Out of 15 grievances recorded 10
have been resolved and 5 are under process.
61.
A local resident Mr. Indrajeet Sharma has registered the grievance regarding the
ownership of the land. A survey & joint verification was organized by Tehsildar on DMs verbal
order and placed their report for the same, which shows that the land where the construction
is being done is government land as per revenue records. Experts of ADB has also visited site
for review & grievance redressal of claimant Mr. Indrajeet Sharma on dated 25 & 26
November, 2015. After the comments provided by ADB team, the survey map have been
collected and verification of land of temple has been organized jointly by Revenue department
and Nagar Nigam officials in presence of Mr. Indrajeet Sharma and officials of UUSDIP on
25.04.2016. At the site it was observed that no portion of old number 101/2 comes in the
land of CPR Land no. 206 d. Mr. Indrajeet Sharma then requested Nagam Nigam officials
verbally to give him passage for his land.

VIII.

Income Restoration Activities

62.
DPs were provided advance information regarding the upcoming construction activities
to ensure no or minimum disruption in their livelihood. If, and when required they will be
assisted in temporary shift for the continued economic and livelihood activities. For example,
the affected DPs will be assisted to shift to the other side of the road, where there is no
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construction activity. Ensuing there is no income or access loss during subproject construction
which is the responsibility of the contractor.
63.
The subproject WSS02D caused temporary impact on 10 farmers (title-holders) during
laying of water supply pipeline (laid underground) through their agricultural land. These 10
title-holder families have already entered into an agreement with IPMU that they will not build
any structure where the pipeline is laid. This agreement was necessary for operation and
maintenance purpose. Total amount of Rs. 55,436 (through account payee cheques’) has
been already paid to these 10 title holder affected families. Currently these families continue
to cultivate their land without any hindrances. During the laying of pipelines, the sub project
also impacted temporary loss of livelihood on 23 non titled DPs. These 23 non-titleholders
were compensated after joint verification by the valuation committee. As per impact, valuation
committee has derived the replacement cost/ compensation amount Rs. 50,952 and disbursed
to the 23 non-title DPs through account payee cheques.
64.
Willing and vulnerable DPs/AFs would be given priority in project construction
employment. No permanent involuntary resettlement impacts were identified resulting into
shift of trade or economic activity for the DPs/AFs

IX.

Land Acquisition

65.
There is no land acquisition for any of the subprojects under Tranche I. The
Investment Program has minimized resettlement impacts by prioritizing rehabilitation and
optimization work within existing facilities’ or premises. New construction is proposed on
vacant Government land where feasible.
66.
However if land acquisition is required at any stage of the subproject implementation
then the process will be in accordance with guidelines laid in the Resettlement Framework of
UUSDIP&also as per existing applicable acts & laws.

X.

Relocation Sites

67.
Since there is no land acquisition & displacement in the project, so relocation site is
not required for this project. All the impacts under Tranche 1 are temporary in nature and
confined to mobile vendors and roadside shops in busy market areas.
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XI.

Replacement/Relocation of Community Assets

68.
There is only one CPR /religious structure (Temple at Kargi Chowk) impacted due to
interference in the alignment of trunk sewer line which will pass close to the temple near Kargi
Chowk, Haridwar Bye Pass along NH-72. The trunk sewer line proposed to connect the STP
from existing outfall of Kargi Zone was to be laid under the original awarded package
WWM02D. The Contract was terminated because of poor performance of the contractor. For
timely commissioning of STP, it was decided to connect the existing outfall sewer from Kargi
to inlet chamber of STP, without waiting for new contract to be awarded. The total length of
trunk line is about 881 mt, which is executed under variation to present STP contract package
of WWM01D.
69.
Process for relocation of community property resources (CPR)/ Religious Structure i.e
Temple are as under:
•

During public consultation meeting on 8th August, 2014, temple trustee/members and
local public have given consent for relocation of temple.
• A Public consultation meeting was organized on 19.08.2014 in the office of Chief
Executive Officer, Municipal Corporation Dehradun under the chairmanship of Dy.
Programme Director, UUSDIP for arranging the government land with public consent
on the proposed relocation site.
• In the above meeting Chief Executive Officer Municipal Corporation, Dehradun has
given his consent and allotted the government land plot no 206 of area 0.0430ha.
Opposite the present temple site which is across NH-72.
• Relocation & construction of temple has been completed in the month, June,2015 as
per satisfaction of the community & committee members of temple and was
inaugurated on 11th July, 2015.
• A local resident Mr. Indrajeet Sharma has registered the grievance regarding the
ownership of the land. A survey & joint verification was organized by Tehsildar on DMs
verbal order and placed their report for the same, which shows that the land where the
construction is being done is government land as per revenue records.
70.
Mr. Indrajeet Sharma has also submitted the representation to the Country Director
INRM on dated on 19th October, 2015.A Special Project Administration Mission (the Mission)
for Loan 2410-IND: Uttarakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program (UUSDIP)Project-1 and Loan 2797-IND: Uttarakhand Urban Sector Development Investment Program
(UUSDIP)-Project-2 (the Project) visited Dehradun from 25-27 November 2015.
71.
The Mission's objectives were to (i) consult with Mr. lnderjeet Sharma, along with
project authorities, regarding his complaint about the ownership of the land on which a
temple is being constructed in Kargi, Dehradun under Loan 2410-IND, (ii) discuss with the
project authorities, Dehradun Municipal Corporation and district administration including
revenue officials to get their perspective on the complaint; (iii) make inspection to the Kargi
site, where the temple is being constructed, to better understand the field level realities; (iv)
discuss ways to address the issue amicably; (v) review the status of procurement of balance
contracts; (vi) discuss with the executing agency on measures to expedite project
implementation; (vii) review likely disbursement achievement for 2015; and (vii) identify and
discuss major issues and reach agreement with executing agency (EA) on the aide memoire
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and action plan. Experts of ADB mission has submitted the conclusion based on discussion
with stakeholders, documents, fact & findings are as under:•

•

•
•

Complaint 1: The Mission agreed with the complainant, the project authority and the
participating revenue officers that a survey map for plot 101/2 would be obtained by
the complainant and/or the Revenue Authority, and a survey would be undertaken on
the land to establish the ownership status of plot 206da.
Complaint 2: The Mission noted some ambiguity in the wording of the NOC, but also
the clearly stated intention in all relevant documents including the NOC, to relocate
the temple to plot 206da.
Complaint 3: The Mission demonstrated that complaint 3 is unfounded.
Complaint 4: It was agreed that the project authority would pursue options for granting
access to the complainant's uncontested land by obtaining an easement on adjacent
roads or land.

72.
The Project Director assured that the UDD will take all necessary actions to resolve
the matter amicably and the issue will be accorded highest priority
73.
The survey map have been collected and joint verification of land of temple has been
organized jointly by Revenue department and Nagar Nigam officials in presence of Mr.
Indrajeet Sharma and officials of UUSDIP on 25.04.2016. At the site it was observed that no
portion of old number 101/2 comes in the land of CPR Land no. 206 d. Mr. Indrajeet Sharma
then requested Nagarm Nigam officials verbally to give him passage for his land .
74.
Apart from above, there is no impact of temporary or permanent nature on any
community assets. For loss of access during execution of work, alternative access would be
provided by the contractor as a part of the EMP.

XII.

Monitoring

75.
In principal resettlement activities are implemented in accordance with the
Resettlement Plans prepared for the subprojects as category “B”. Due to this internal
monitoring of implementation of RP has been done by UUSDIP & DSCs. The table below
summarizes the implementation activities as indicated in RPs.
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Table 6: Status and stages of Resettlement Plan Implementation
Sl.No
1.

2.

3.
4.

Activities

Status

Remarks

Census survey
for updation of
RPs
Preparation and
updation of RPs

Done

RP review and
approval
Issue notice to
DPs

Done

All the RPs of Tranche I has been updated based on
census survey/re-verification survey . Refer to table 3
for details.
• All the RPs of Tranche I has been updated based on
census survey/re-verification survey. Refer to table 3
for details.
• However this is a continuous process and subproject
specific RPs would be updated after actual payment
of compensation to DPs.
• All the RPs are duly approved by ADB.

5.

Compensation
and resettlement
assistance

6.

Relocation
required

7.

Takeover
possession
acquired
property

as

of

8.

Rehabilitation of
temporarily
occupied lands

9.

Consultations
with DPs during
rehabilitation
activities

Done

• After demobilization of CAPP NGO, IPMU, DSC,
PIU Staff & Contractor are involved for issuing
notice through ward member, elite member of the
construction site &during public consultation and
focus group discussion meetings.
• Compensation paid under sub project package
WSS02D for 33 DPs. Total amount Rs. 55,436 has
been disbursed through account payee cheques..
• Compensation paid under sub project package
WWM01D, WWM02D & WWM03D for 03 DPs.
Total amount Rs. 62,510.00 has been disbursed
through account payee cheques
• Relocation of temple has also been completed &
inaugurated on dated 11.06.2015. In the package
WSS01D, re-verification done by the DSC-1, and
has reported nil impact during laying of water pipe
line up to 52% completed task. At present physical
progress of balance work under retendered
subproject WSS01D (RT) is 20% and no impact has
been found.
• In Kumaon Region under subproject combined
packages WSS02N and WSS03N re-verification of
APs carried out by CAPP NGO Nainital and the
observation revealed that none of the APs was
disrupted during the construction activities.
No need for any DPs are being provided with prior information before
permanent
civil work, would be provided assistance in relocation to
relocation.
the other side of road where necessary for their
continued business activities.
No such property Agricultural land belonging to 10 farmers (title holders)
under possession under subproject WSS02D was temporarily acquired
of any private for laying of water supply pipe line. The 10 families
party
was were duly compensated for loss of crop. The land was
acquired.
restored to its original condition after laying of pipe line.
Done
Under sub project package WSS02D, temporarily
occupied land belonging to 10 farmers was handed
over after laying of pipe line. The farmers are
continuing with their agricultural activities.
Done.
• RPs/entitlement matrix in simplified versions and in
Continuous
local language was distributed to the DPs under the
process
subproject WSS01D, WSS02D WWM01D, WWM02D
& WWM03D, .
• Community meetings were being organized on a
regular basis as well up to May 2013 by the CAPP

Prior information
(through
community
meetings
and
discussions)
Being
implemented
case by case
basis
as
per
approved 02 RPs
of Water Supply
WSS01D,
WSS02D & 01
RP of Waste
Water
Management
WWM01D,
WWM02D
&
WWM03D
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Sl.No

Activities

Status

10.

Grievance
redressal

Done.
Continuous
activity

11.

Internal
monitoring

Done.
Continuous
activity

Remarks
NGO till demobilization
• At present Community meetings including feedback
of affected persons are being organized by the
SCDO UUSDIP, RM&ME of DSC-1 in regular interval
or as per requirement of the project.
• A separate corner has been created under the
existing website www.uusdip.org.
• A toll free number (18001804159) has been
procured under UUSDIP for registering grievances.
• After
demobilization
of
CAPP
NGO,
Grievance/complaint register has been maintained
at IPMU, PIU level and assistance by DSC
Social Monitoring Reports are being prepared on
quarterly basis by RM&ME of DSC-1

76.
Status of compliance with Covenants: Dissemination of information and orientation
on HIV/AIDS and other STDs were provided to the labors residing on the various labor camps
as a part of the health and hygiene awareness program conducted by the CAPP NGOs in
program towns till demobilization.
77.
After demobilization of CAPP NGO, periodic visits have been conducted by the SCDOUUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the program to ensure healthy living conditions at the
labor camps. Contractor representatives and laborers were oriented on the importance of
equal wages for men and women involved in the construction activities. The labors were also
oriented on the use of personal safety equipment's like wearing of gloves, helmets, boots etc.
The table below provides the compliance status with the covenants achieved under UUSDIP.
Table 7: Status of compliance with Covenants
Covenants items
Land Acquisition and Resettlement
The State through the EA shall undertake the Project in
accordance with the Borrower’s and State laws and
ADB’s Policy on Involuntary Resettlement
(1995) and the Resettlement Framework (RF).

Complianc
e status

Responsible Agency

Complied.

Uttarakhand Urban
Sector Development
Agency /
UUSDIP

Being
complied
with.

Uttarakhand Urban
Sector Development
Agency /
UUSDIP

regulations,

The State through the EA shall ensure that to the extent possible,
Subprojects will not require land acquisition or involuntary
resettlement; however, if and acquisition and /or involuntary
resettlement are required for any subproject; the EA shall ensure
following
(i) a RP for the Subproject, acceptable to ADB is prepared, in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations and the RF, and
submitted to ADB for review and approval before award of related civil
works contract proper consultation during preparation of the RP with
the affected persons, as also disclosure of the RP to the affected
persons including information on land acquisition and compensation
process undertaken;
(ii) All land, rights of way and other land-related rights required for the
Subproject are acquired or made available;
(iii) All affected persons are compensated and paid resettlement
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Covenants items
assistance in accordance with the agreed RP, before award of civil
works contracts of the related subproject including any section-wise
handover thereof, strictly in accordance with the stipulation in the
related civil works contract. If during detailed design and
implementation, any modification and/additional land acquisition or
involuntary resettlement impacts are identified, the RP will be
prepared (or modified if existing) in accordance with applicable laws
and regulations and the RF and prior approval of ADB obtained
before further implementation of the RP and the Subproject;
(iv) Ensure that efficient grievance redressal mechanisms are in place
in accordance with the related RP to assist affected persons resolve
queries and complaints if any, in a timely manner; and
(v) Ensure that all compensation at replacement value for acquired
assets made to affected persons well in advance for them to make
alternative arrangements, before award of civil works contracts.
Indigenous Peoples
The State through the EA shall ensure that if any impact is identified
during planning, design, or implementation of any Subproject on
indigenous peoples, that an Indigenous Peoples Development Plan
(IPDP) or integration of specific actions for the indigenous people in
the RP is prepared in accordance with ADB’s Policy on Indigenous
Peoples (1998) and the Indigenous Peoples Development Framework
(IPDF) and that the same is further approved by ADB before award of
related civil works contract, and (ii) implementation before
commencement of related civil works contract. Any updating or
revision of the IPDP due to change in detailed designs or during
implementation shall be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and the IPDF and prior approval of ADB obtained before
further implementation of the IPDP and the Subproject.
Social Issues
The State through the EA shall ensure that civil works contracts under
the Project follow all applicable labor laws of the Borrower and the
State and that these further include provisions to the effect that
contractors;
(i) carry out HIV/AIDS awareness programs for labor and disseminate
information at worksites on risks of sexually transmitted diseases and
HIV/ADIS as part of health and safety measures for those employed
during construction; and
(ii) follow and implement all statutory provisions on labor (including
not employing or using children as labor and equal pay for equal
work), health, safety, welfare, sanitation, and working conditions.
Such contracts shall also include clauses for termination by the State
or EA in case of any breach of the stated provisions by the
contractors.

XIII.
•

Complianc
e status

Responsible Agency

Being
complied
With.

Uttarakhand Urban
Sector Development
Agency /
UUSDIP

Being
complied
with.

Uttarakhand Urban
Sector Development
Agency /
UUSDIP

Critical Issues

Mobilization of experts for implementation of community awareness, implementation of
RP and gender action plan.
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•
•
•

Unavailability of social staff & support staff at IPIU level.
No clear guidelines for subsidy on water connection for women household connections
& BPL household connections.
No clear guidelines for Employment of women in O&M included in subproject contracts
at the same pay level as their men counterparts

Good Practices adopted for minimizing socio-economic impact
Meticulous planning & good practices have been adopted for minimizing socioeconomic impacts are as under:
I.

Planning Phase:
•

There is no land acquisition for any of the subprojects.

•

The Investment Program has minimized resettlement impacts by prioritizing
rehabilitation and optimization work within existing facilities or premises. New
construction is proposed on vacant Government land, where feasible.

II.

Construction/Implementation Phase
•

Modification in design and techniques & using proper work schedule by avoiding busy
business hours, phased construction schedule, working on one segment at the time on
one side of the road.

•

For minimizing the socio-economic impact and maintaining the quality, project has
provision of laying of HDPE pipe which is light in weight and each pipe is of length of 6
mtrs. The laying is easy as compared to the earlier proposed pipe of RCC which was
of 2.5 mtrs length only. Joining each RCC pipe was manual and time consuming and
this has drastically been reduced by use of HDPE pipe, where number of joints has
been reduced because of larger length of the pipe and also the joints are made using
latest electro-mechanical device. The use of HDPE pipe has overall minimized the
time of laying, whereas earlier the trench had to be kept open overnight, sometimes for
two to three days for completing the work. Thus use of HDPE pipe has minimized the
time of laying and also the excavation width, which has resulted in reduced number of
affected persons & number of days of loss of livelihood.

•

Early disposal of excess of excavated earth is being adopted during the time of
excavation.

•

DPs were provided advance information regarding the upcoming construction activities
to ensure no or minimum disruption in their livelihood. If and when required, they will
be assisted in temporary shifting for the continued economic and livelihood activities.
For example, the affected DPs/mobile vendors have been assisted to shift to the other
side of the road, where there is no construction activity, ensuing there is no income or
access loss during subproject construction which is the responsibility of the contractor.
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•

A separate corner has been created under the existing website www.uusdip.org and
a toll free number (18001804159) has been procured under UUSDIP for registering
grievances.

•

Periodic visits have been conducted by the SCDO-UUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1&2 as a
part of the program to ensure healthy living conditions at the labor camps. Contractor
representatives and laborers were oriented on the importance of equal wages for men
and women involved in the construction activities.
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Appendix 1
Subproject Wise Summary Tables
Table A.1: Laying of Water Distribution Network in core areas at Dehradun – WSS01D
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
• The work was terminated on 27.05.2014 due to
poor performance.
• Total Physical Progress- till termination of contract
was 51.57%.
Quantity executed before termination:
• DI Pipe procured: 95 Km
• Total 87.49 km was laid out of which 42 km
length was Hydro tested.
• Out of 21666 House connections 7500 no’s
connections have been made, which is 35% of
total house connections.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
No issues
Obtaining NOCs etc.
1. PWD permission received for Road cutting
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for Road
cutting.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs
• Approved RP had 137 DPs. Amounting Rs121,005
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts
• The DSC and has verified affected persons as
per RP List.
• No one has been, impacted during Laying of
Water Distribution Network of 51.7 completed
task.
Difference of LA and DPs that from
NA
approved RP
Compensation for LA
NA
Compensation for Temporary DPs
Nil
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
Nil

b)
c)

3
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

Revised Total RP Budget (only
compensation)

g)

RP updation, submission to the ADB and
its approval

Supply and Laying of water distribution network in
core areas at Dehradun. Distribution lines
comprising of DI pipes varying from 100 mm to 400
mm diameter approximate total length 167.5 km
providing 21666 Nos. house connections.
This package does not involve LA.Pipe laying in the
market areas of Dharampur Chowk, Aragarh
Chowk, Hardiwar Bypass Road, Gandhi Gram,
Jhanda Bazaar, Moti Bazaar, Band Bazaar etc. will
involve temporary IR impacts. DPs identified are
squatters, roadside vendors, and other shop
keepers on the Row of the road.
Re-verification survey has been done by the CAPP
NGO, Dehradun and by re-verification team.

Approved RP had 137 DPs. Amounting Rs121,005
•

Approved on 12th January 2011.
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4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)

d)
6
a)

b)
c)

Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA.
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
Nil
Progress of compensation payment
Nil
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Nil
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the SCDOUUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
NA
Total grievances recorded (with details)
No grievance has been registered in this quarter

Total grievances addressed completely
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
and update

Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure requirements

No grievances related to RP were registered.

1. CAPP NGO, Dehradun up to May-2013
2. DSC-1, Dehradun
3. PIU-1 & PIU-2, Dehradun
4. IPMU, Dehradun
CAPP NGO, Dehradun (Till May 2013)
•
•
•
•
•

IRDE (Defense agency).
Nagar Nigam
Director office, education Department
Pey Jal Nigam
Telecommunication Department (BSNL)

Table A.2: Laying of Water Distribution Network in core areas at Dehradun retendered
subproject – WSS01D (RT)
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress

b)
c)

Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Obtaining NOCs etc.

Supply and Laying of water distribution network in
core areas at Dehradun. Distribution lines
comprising of DI pipes varying from 100 mm to 400
mm diameter. Approximate total length 56 km and
house connections 18000 Nos.
This package does not involve LA.
Pipe laying in the market areas of Dharampur
Chowk, Aragarh Chowk, Hardiwar Bypass Road,
Gandhi Gram, Jhanda Bazaar, Moti Bazaar, Band
Bazaar etc. will involve temporary IR impacts. DPs
identified are squatters, roadside vendors, and
other shop keepers on the Row of the road.
Re-verification survey has been completed by the
CAPP NGO, Dehradun.
• Supply- 13.0 Km
• Laid : 12.56 Km
• House connections - 690
No issues
1. PWD permission received for Road cutting.
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for Road
cutting.
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3
a)

RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs

b)

Difference of LA and DPs that from
approved RP
Compensation for LA
Compensation for Temporary DPs
Compensation (others, if any-mention)

c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)

b)
c)

d)
6
a)

b)
c)

• Approved RP had 137 DPs. Amounting Rs121,005
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts
• Re-verification committee has verified the
affected persons as per RP list.
• No one has been, impacted during Laying of
Water Distribution Network of 20% of completed
task.
• Balance work progress under retendered
subproject WSS01D (RT) is 20%
• As per construction progress nil
impact./recorded by the joint verification
committee
No LA involved.
NA
Nil
No budget is required for compensation

Revised Total RP Budget (only
Approved RP had 137 DPs. Amounting Rs-121,005
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB and Approved on 12th January 2011.
its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA.
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
Nil
Progress of compensation payment
Nil
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Nil
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
• Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the
SCDO-UUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the
program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
NA
Total grievances recorded (with details)
No grievance has been registered in this quarter

Total grievances addressed completely
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
and update

Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure requirements

No grievances related to RP were registered.

1. CAPP NGO, Dehradun up to May-2013
2. DSC-1, Dehradun
3. PIU-1 & PIU-2, Dehradun
4. IPMU, Dehradun
CAPP NGO, Dehradun (Till May 2013)
•
•
•
•
•

IRDE (Defense agency).
Nagar Nigam
Director office, education Department
Pey Jal Nigam
Telecommunication Department (BSNL)
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Table A.3: Laying of Raw Water Gravity Main from Bandal to Dilaram Bazaar Water
Treatment Plant at Dehradun – WSS02D
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
1. Physical work is completed.
2. Completion certificate issued on 14th March
2014.
3. Surplus material handed over to UJS on 14th
March 2014.
4. Package is financially closed.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
No issues
Obtaining NOCs etc.
1. PWD permission received for Road cutting.
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for Road
cutting.
3. NOC from Traffic police department received for
traffic diversions for laying of pipe lines on
narrow roads.
4. NOC to be received from IRDE (Defense
agency).
5. NOC received from Irrigation department.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs
Proposed Subproject components do not involve
Land Acquisition. Verification process revealed
33DPs (squatters, shop owners.) 10 DPs (title
holders)
Difference of LA and DPs that from
Verification process revealed the presence of 33
approved RP
DPs.
Compensation for LA
NA
Compensation for Temporary DPs
Total amount of Rs. 1,06388/= already disbursed to
the 33 DPs through account payee cheque.
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
Nil
Revised Total RP Budget (only
Total amount of Rs. 1,06388/= already disbursed to
compensation)
the 33 DPs through account payee cheque.
RP updation, submission to the ADB and 5th October 2010
its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
Distributed
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
33
Progress of compensation payment
Total 33 (23+10)
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Rs. 1,06.388 (one lakh six thousand three hundred
compensation)
and eighty eight only
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures

b)
c)

3
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5

Supply and Laying of Raw Water Gravity main from
Bandal To Dilaram Bazaar Water Treatment Plant
at Dehradun. The work comprises of supplying
lowering, laying, jointing and hydraulically testing
raw water gravity main of 450 mm dia. 14.27 km DI
K-7 and K-9 pipes including all accessories such as
valves, bends etc complete from Bandal river head
works to the water treatment plant at Dehradun.
No LA involves.
Pipe laying in the market areas of Raipur village to
Survey Chowk, Sherki Village and Kumarda village
will involve temporary IR impacts.
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a)

Consultations and Disclosure Meetings

b)
c)

Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
Total grievances recorded (with details)

d)

Total grievances addressed completely
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
and update

6
a)

• Regular cluster level meetings conducted on
monthly frequency basis as public disclosure
process by the CAPP NGOs till May-2013.
• Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the
SCDO-UUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the
program
Nil
As a part of Grievance redressal mechanism public
grievances are captured and addressed by CAPP
NGO and IPIU till May-2013. Moreover a Grievance
Redress Cell has been established at PIU
Dehradun.
No grievances related to RP were registered.

1. CAPP NGO, Dehradun
2. DSC-1, Dehradun
3. PIU-1 & PIU-2, Dehradun

b)
c)

Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure requirements

4. IPMU, Dehradun
CAPP NGO, Dehradun for all packages of
Dehradun under Tranche I (till May 2013)
1. IRDE (Defense agency)
2. Nagar Nigam
3. Director office, education Department
4. Pey Jal Nigam
5. Telecommunication Department (BSNL)

The subproject caused temporary impact on 10 farmers (title-holders) during laying of pipe line
underground through their agricultural land. Total compensation amount of Rs. 55,436 (fifty five
thousand four hundred and thirty six only) was disbursed to them. Keeping in mind the need of
operation and maintenance for future, IPMU made an agreement with these 10 titled families
stating that they will not construct any structure, where water pipe line was laid.
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Table A.4: Replacement of pumping Plants, Electrical items and Renovation of Pump
Houses of water supply system, Dehradun - WSS03D
1
a)

b)

2
a)

b)
c)
3
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)
d)
6

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

The work includes replacement of outlived pumping plant in the
existing pumping stations of 38 tube wells and 14 no’s of
booster pumping stations and rehabilitation of 52 pump houses
including supply of copper cables and all accessories of
mechanical and electrical equipment’s. Rehabilitation work
includes Civil works repairs such as plaster, doors, windows,
flooring etc.
Proposed Sub-project components
Proposed Subproject components involve neither LA nor any
that involve LA and R&R
temporary or permanent IR impacts. This is an IR category C
subproject hence RP not required.
Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
1. All physical work is completed. Completion certificate
th
issued on 28 Feb 2014.
th
2. Final Variation Statement has been submitted on 25
March 2014 to IPMU for approval.
nd
3. Surplus material handed over to UJS on 22 Jan 2014.
4. Approval of final variation statement awaited from IPMU.
5. Final Bill Submitted on 19th September 2014.
6. Final Variation prepared & discussed in TAC- 09.10.2015
& Approved in 26th EC -20.11.2015
7. Package is Physically closed.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
No Issues.
Obtaining NOCs etc.
No Issues.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs
NA
Difference of LA and DPs that from
NA
approved RP
Compensation for LA
NA
Compensation for Temporary DPs
NA
Compensation (others, if anyNA
mention)
Revised Total RP Budget (only
NA
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB NA
and its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and
NA
completion date)
Total ID cards issued till date
NA
Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
NA
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure
Project Completed
Meetings
Assistance provided to vulnerable
NA
DPs
Total grievances recorded (with
Project Completed
details)
Total grievances addressed
Project Completed
completely and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
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a)

Institutions involved for RP
verification and update

b)

Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part
of consultation and disclosure
requirements

c)

1. IMPU-Dehradun
2. PIU-Roorkee
3. DSC-1
ToR approved under CSRN for hiring of Social
Consultant/NGOs for RP verification &Updation
Pey Jal Nigam

Table A.5: Procurement of Silent mobile and Static Generators at Dehradun - WSS04D
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)
b)
c)
3
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Obtaining NOCs etc.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs

b)

Difference of LA and DPs that from
approved RP

NA

c)
d)
e)
f)

Compensation for LA
Compensation for Temporary DPs
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
Revised Total RP Budget (only
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB and
its approval

NA
NA
NA
NA

g)
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)

1. Supply, testing, commissioning of silent mobile
diesel generator sets with AMF Panel, cables etc
125 KVA -2 no’s, 160 kVA-2 no’s, and 200 kVA-6
nos.
2. Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of
static silent diesel generator sets complete with
control panels, cables, earthing etc of 5 no’s of
various capacities.
3. Supply, commissioning of toeing tractors for D.G
Sets 3 no’s
4. Removal of existing DG Sets and control panel at
Dilaram Bazaar water works.
5. Providing foundation with fencing for Static Silent
DG Sets.
6. Rehabilitation works of pump houses.
Proposed Subproject components involve neither
LA nor any temporary or permanent IR impacts.
This is an IR category C subproject package hence
RP not required.
Package is financially closed.
No Issues.
No Issues.
NA

NA

Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
NA
Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
NA
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Package is financially closed.
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b)

Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs

NA

c)
d)

Total grievances recorded (with details)
Total grievances addressed completely
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
and update

Package is financially closed.
No grievances recorded under this subproject.

6
a)

b)
c)

Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure requirements

4. IMPU-Dehradun
5. PIU-Roorkee
6. DSC-1
Package is financially closed.
Pey Jal Nigam
Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

Table A.6: Design and Construction of 68 MLD sewage Treatment plant (STP) on SBR
process at Dehradun - WWM01D
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
STP:
Engineering Progress
• Plant is ready and was under 3 month Trial run
since 10.07.2015. Trial Run successfully
completed.
• O&M period starts from 11.10.2015

b)
c)
3
a)

Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Obtaining NOCs etc.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs

b)

Difference of LA and DPs that from
approved RP

c)

Compensation for LA

Design and Construction of 68mld sewage
Treatment plant (STP) on SBR process at
Dehradun. The work involves design and
construction of various sewage treatment plants
such as inlet works, screen chamber, grid chamber
primary treatment unit and secondary treatment of
Sequence Batch Reactor technology.
Proposed Subproject components involve neither
LA nor any temporary or permanent IR impacts.
This is an IR category C subproject package hence
RP not required.

Total Physical Progress- 100%.
No Issues.
No Issues.
• Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, &WWM03D has been prepared &
submitted for competent approval of 154
Temporary loss of livelihood including 18
vulnerable DPs& 01 CPR (temple) total 155 DPs
amounting Rs-39,23,966.00..
• Meticulous planning & good practices have
been adopted for minimizing socio-economic
impacts
• The Joint Verification Committee has verified
100% affected persons as per RP List.
• Impact verified are as under:• WWM01D- 03 (01 priest, 01 Motor Garage &
One Vendor Tea shop)
As per approved SRP impact was Nil &as per
Updated RP Total impact is 03 (01 Temple, 01
Motor Garage & 01 Vendor-tea stall. So the
difference is 03.
NA
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d)

Compensation for Temporary DPs

e)
f)

Compensation (others, if any-mention)
Revised Total RP Budget (only
compensation)

g)

RP updation, submission to the ADB and
its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
Completed
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
Completed
Progress of compensation payment (Total Completed
number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Completed
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the
SCDO-UUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the
program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
NA
Total grievances recorded (with details)
01 grievance recorded under this subproject.

4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)

b)
c)
d)
6
a)

b)
c)

Total grievances addressed completely
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
and update
Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure requirements

Micro Plan approved for the WWM01D is Rs.
62,510.00 (01 priest, 01 Motor Garage & One
Vendor Tea shop).
NA
Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, WWM03D & WWM04D has been
prepared & submitted Amounting Rs-3212145.00
Yes approved October, 2014

01 grievances pending related to land title of
relocation site of temple.
1. IMPU-Dehradun
2. PIU-Roorkee
3. DSC-1
ToR approved under CSRN for hiring of Social
Consultant/NGOs for RP verification &Updation
1. Nagar Nigam
2. Pey Jal Nigam
3. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

Table A.7: Laying of Trunk Sewers and Branch Sewers in the un-sewered area of Kargi
Zone at Dehradun - WWM02D
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
• The work was terminated on 26.04.2013 due to
poor progress. The total physical progress till

Supplying and lowering laying jointing of trunk
sewers and branch sewers in the unsewered area
of kargi zone at Dehradun. The work involves
supply of RCC NP 3 and NP 4 pipes varying from
dia 200 mm to 1000 mm. The total length of sewer
line is 81.17 km. The works also involves
construction of 2631 brick manholes and 402 nos of
RCC manholes. The work further involves giving
satisfactory hydraulic testing and commissioning of
sewer lines and manholes.
This package does not involve LA.
Pipe laying in the market areas of Niranjanpur,
GMS road, Saharanpur road, Bharampuri,
Chamanpuri, PoorviyaBasti areas will involve
temporary IR impacts on squatters, vendors, other
shops on Row of road.
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termination was 36%.
Quantity executed before termination:
• Out of 81.17 km RCC pipe lines 36.63 km have
been procured out of which 34.97 km have been
laid. 1310 Nos Manholes constructed & 13km
road have been restored.
• Balance work procured has been retenderedsubproject WWM02D (RT)
Continuous process.
1. PWD permission received for road cutting.
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for road
cutting.
3. Proposal submitted to PWD - NH Dn. Roorkee for
road cutting, approval awaited.

b)
c)

Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Obtaining NOCs etc.

3
a)

RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs

b)

Difference of LA and DPs that from
approved RP

c)
d)
e)
f)

Compensation for LA
Nil
Compensation for Temporary DPs
NA
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
NA
Revised Total RP Budget (only
NIL
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB and Yes approved, October, 2014
its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
NA
Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
NA
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the SCDOUUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
NA
Total grievances recorded (with details)
No grievances related to RP were registered.
Total grievances addressed completely
No grievances related to RP were registered.
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
• IMPU-Dehradun
and update

g)
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)
d)
6
a)

• Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, &WWM03D has been prepared &
submitted for competent approval of 154
Temporary loss of livelihood including 18
vulnerable DPs& 01 CPR (temple) total 155 DPs
Amounting Rs-39,23,966.00.
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts
• The Joint Verification Committee has verified
100% affected persons as per RP List.
• Impact verified are as under:• WWM02D- NIL
• NA

• PIU-Roorkee
• DSC-1

b)

Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation

ToR approved under CSRN for hiring of Social
Consultant/NGOs for RP verification &Updation
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c)

Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure requirements

1. Nagar Nigam
2. Pey Jal Nigam
3. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

Table A.8: Laying of Branch Sewers in the Sewered areas of Kargi Zone at Dehradun
Package no. WWM03D
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
• The work was terminated on 26.04.2013 due to
poor progress. The total physical progress was
32%.
Quantity executed before termination:
• Out of 44.5 km RCC pipe lines 16.85 km have
been procured out of which 16.85 km have been
laid. 677 Nos Manholes constructed & 6.21 km
road have been restored.
• Balance work procured has been retenderedsubproject WWM03D.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Continuous process.
Obtaining NOCs etc.
1. PWD permission received for road cutting.
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for road
cutting.
3. Proposal submitted to PWD - NH Dn. Roorkee for
road cutting.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs
• Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, &WWM03D has been prepared &
submitted for competent approval of 154
Temporary loss of livelihood including 18
vulnerable DPs & 01 CPR (temple) total 155 DPs
Amounting Rs-39,23,966.00.
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts
• The Joint Verification Committee has verified
100% affected persons as per RP List.
• Impact verified in 32% physical progress are as
under:• WWM03D- NIL
Difference of LA and DPs that from
• NA
approved RP
Compensation for LA
Nil
Compensation for Temporary DPs
NIL
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
NA
Revised Total RP Budget (only
Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
compensation)
WWM02D, WWM03D & WWM04D has been

b)
c)

3
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Supplying lowering laying jointing of RCC NP3 and
NP 4 class pipes varying from various diameters
200m to 400m dia. of total length 44.5 km in
remaining sewered areas of kargi zone at
Dehradun. The work also involves construction of
1647 no’s of Brick Masonry manholes and 136 no’s
of RCC manholes of various dia.
Proposed subproject components does not involve
LA. Pipe laying in the market areas of Shripuram,
rajiv Chowk, Kavli road, MitraLok colony, Sardev
Suman Nagar, Vijay Park, Vivek Bihar, and Gandhi
Gram areas will involve temporary IR impacts on
squatters, vendors, other shops on Row of road.
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prepared & submitted Amounting Rs-3212145.00
Approved, October, 2014

g)

RP updation, submission to the ADB and
its approval

4
a)

Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
NA
Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
NA
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the SCDOUUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
NA
Total grievances recorded (with details)
No grievances related to RP were registered.
Total grievances addressed completely
No grievances related to RP were registered.
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
• IMPU-Dehradun
and update
• PIU-Roorkee
• DSC-1
Institution/NGO involved in RP
ToR approved under CSRN for hiring of Social
implementation
Consultant/NGOs for RP verification &Updation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
1. Nagar Nigam
consultation and disclosure requirements 2. Pey Jal Nigam
3. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)
d)
6
a)

b)
c)

Table A.9 (Re-tender of WWM02D): Laying of Trunk Sewers and Branch Sewers in the
unsewered area of Kargi Zone at Dehradun - WWM02D (RT)
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Total sewer line laid- 38.0 Km out of 43.5 Km
Engineering Progress
(Revised- 2.7 Km being deleted from total scope)
Total uPVC laid- 14 Km

Supplying, laying. Testing and commissioning of
trunk sewers and branch sewers with Manholes and
Appurtences including Road side chambers and
Road Restoration in the unsewered area of kargi
zone at Dehradun. The work involves supply of
RCC and HDPE pipes varying from dia 200mm to
1000mm of length 9886m and 36380m. The works
also involves construction of 1722 brick manholes.
652no. of Road Side Chambers and 860m of Thrust
Boring.
• Proposed subproject components does not
involve LA
• Pipe laying in the areas, Green Park,
Chamanpuri, Brahampuri, Lohia Nagar, Gangotri,
Enclave, Aman Vihar, DashmeshPuri, Ashok
Enclave, Kashmiri Coloney, Nehru Vihar,
BtahmanWala, Niranjanpur,, Rishabh Vihar,
Shakti Vihar, Phase-I&II, MehboobColoney, Azad
Coloney,
Hameed
Coloney,BankColoney,
Moolchand Enclave, Choudhary Enclave, Sandhu
Enclave, Uday Vihar etc.
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b)
c)

Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Obtaining NOCs etc.

3
a)

RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs

b)

Difference of LA and DPs that from
approved RP
Compensation for LA
Compensation for Temporary DPs

c)
d)

Total thrust boring- 718 m
Manhole
• 1523no constructed.
• 1875 no Road Side Chambers constructed
Total Physical Progress-93.90%.
Continuous process.
1. PWD permission received for road cutting.
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for road
cutting.
3. Proposal submitted to PWD - NH Dn. Roorkee
for road cutting.
• Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, &WWM03D has been prepared &
submitted for competent approval of 154
Temporary loss of livelihood including 18
vulnerable DPs& 01 CPR (temple) total 155 DPs
Amounting Rs-39,23,966.00.
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts
• The Joint Verification Committee has verified
100% affected persons as per RP List.
• Impact verified are as under:• WWM02D(RT)- NIL
• NA
Nil
R&R Process awaited due to engagement of Social
Consultant/NGO
NA
Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, WWM03D & WWM04D has been
prepared & submitted Amounting Rs-3212145.00
Yes approved

e)
f)

Compensation (others, if any-mention)
Revised Total RP Budget (only
compensation)

g)

RP updation, submission to the ADB and
its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
Nil
date)

4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)
d)
6
a)

b)
c)

Total ID cards issued till date
Nil
Progress of compensation payment
Nil
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Nil
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the SCDOUUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
R&R Process awaited due to engagement of Social
Consultant/NGO
Total grievances recorded (with details)
No grievances related to RP were registered.
Total grievances addressed completely
No grievances related to RP were registered.
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
I
Institutions involved for RP verification
• IMPU-Dehradun
and update
• PIU-Roorkee
• DSC-1
Institution/NGO involved in RP
ToR approved under CSRN for hiring of Social
implementation
Consultant/NGOs for RP verification &Updation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
1. Nagar Nigam
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consultation and disclosure requirements

2. Pey Jal Nigam
3. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

Table A.10 (Retender of WWM03D): Laying of Branch Sewers in the Sewered areas of
Kargi Zone at Dehradun Package no. WWM03D (RT)
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Total sewer line laid- 21.7Km out of 26.24 Km
Engineering Progress
(Revised- 1.16 Km being deleted from total scope)
Total uPVC laid- 14.62 Km
Manhole
• 905 no constructed.
• 840 no Road Side Chambers constructed
Total Physical Progress-82.70%.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
Continuous process.
Obtaining NOCs etc.
1. PWD permission received for road cutting.
2. Nagar Nigam permission received for road
cutting.
3. Proposal submitted to PWD - NH Dn. Roorkee
for road cutting.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs
• Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
WWM02D, &WWM03D has been prepared &
submitted for competent approval of 154
Temporary loss of livelihood including 18
vulnerable DPs& 01 CPR (temple) total 155 DPs
Amounting Rs-39,23,966.00.
• Meticulous planning & good practices have been
adopted for minimizing socio-economic impacts
• The Joint Verification Committee has verified
100% affected persons as per RP List.
• Impact verified in 32% physical progress are as
under:• WWM03D- NIL
Difference of LA and DPs that from
• NA
approved RP
Compensation for LA
Nil
Compensation for Temporary DPs
R&R Process awaited due to engagement of Social
Consultant/NGO
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
NA
Revised Total RP Budget (only
Combined Updated RP of Package WWM01D,
compensation)
WWM02D, WWM03D & WWM04D has been
prepared & submitted Amounting Rs-3212145.00

b)
c)

3
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Supplying laying jointing of RCC and HDPE class
pipes varying from various diameters 200m to 400m
dia. of total length 948m and 26504m in remaining
sewered areas of kargi zone at Dehradun. The work
also involves construction of 1072 no’s of Brick
Masonry manholes, 429no. of Road side Chambers
and 70m Thrust Boring.
• Proposed subproject components does not
involve LA
• Pipe laying in the areas, MansrovarColoney,
Sidharth Enclave, Nehru Enclave, HariKunj, Hari
Vihar, Satya Vihar,, Vijay Park, Vijay Park
Extension, AkashdeepColoney, Mahendra Vihar,
Deep LokColoney, MitralokColoney, Dronpuri,
Mohit Nagar, Govindgarh, Sree Dev, Suman
Nagar, Ballupur, Shivaji Marg, Dutta Coloneyetc.
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g)

RP updation, submission to the ADB and
its approval

4
a)

Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
Nil
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
Nil
Progress of compensation payment
Nil
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Nil
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
Periodic visits/ have been conducted by the SCDOUUSDIP, RM&ME DSC-1 as a part of the program
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
R&R Process awaited due to engagement of Social
Consultant/NGO
Total grievances recorded (with details)
No grievances related to RP were registered.
Total grievances addressed completely
No grievances related to RP were registered.
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
• IMPU-Dehradun
and update
• PIU-Roorkee
• DSC-1
Institution/NGO involved in RP
ToR approved under CSRN for hiring of Social
implementation
Consultant/NGOs for RP verification &Updation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
1. Nagar Nigam
consultation and disclosure requirements
2. Pey Jal Nigam
3. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)
d)
6
a)

b)
c)

Yes approved

Table A.12: Replacement of Pumping Plants and Renovation of Pump Houses at
Haridwar - WSS01H
1
a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-project components

b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve LA and R&R

2
a)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The work includes replacement of outlived pumping
plant in the existing pumping stations of 23 nos. of
Vertical pumps, 8 no’s of Horizontal pumps, 2 no’s
of Submersible pumps and rehabilitation of 33 no’s
pump houses including supply of copper cables and
all accessories of mechanical and electrical
equipments. Rehabilitation work includes Civil
works repairs such as plaster, doors, windows,
flooring etc.
Proposed Subproject components involve neither
LA nor any temporary or permanent IR impacts.
This is an IR category C subproject package hence
RP not required.

6.
7.
8.
9.

23 No- Vertical Turbine pumps installed
8 No- Horizontal Centrifugal pumps installed
2 No-Submersible pumps installed
137No-Valves Installed (03 handed over-UJS)
35 No- Water meters installed (14 handed over
to UJS)
Retention Money (30.84 lakhs) has been
recommended for release on 29.11.2014
Completion Certificate issued on 31.10.2014
Final Bill (35 lakh) submitted on 14.03.2015
Final Variation prepared & discussed in TAC09.10.2015 & Approved in 26th EC 20.11.2015.
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b)
c)
3
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
4
a)
b)
c)
d)
5
a)
b)
c)

d)
6
a)
b)
c)

10. Package is Physically closed.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
No Issues.
Obtaining NOCs etc.
No Issues.
RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of DPs
NA
Difference of LA and DPs that from
NA
approved RP
Compensation for LA
NA
Compensation for Temporary DPs
NA
Compensation (others, if any-mention)
NA
Revised Total RP Budget (only
NA
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB and NA
its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
NA
Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of DPs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
NA
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings
NA
Assistance provided to vulnerable DPs
NA
Total grievances recorded (with details)
As a part of Grievance redressal mechanism public
grievances are captured and addressed by CAPP
NGO and IPIU at Dehradun and Nainital. However,
Appendix 2 contains the detailed list of all public
grievances received under the Tranche I
subprojects packages.
Total grievances addressed completely
NA
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved for RP verification
Not relevant in this particular subproject package.
and update
Institution/NGO involved in RP
NA
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
1. Pey Jal Nigam
consultation and disclosure requirements 2. Uttarakhand Jal Sans than

Table B -1 : Renovation of pump houses and replacement of pumping units and valves
in existing water supply system and construction of new tube wells at Nainital
(WSS01N)
1
(a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-Project
Components

Tube Well (TW) Construction of Tube Wells at (i)
Metro Pole (1 TW), (ii) Boat House Club (1 TW)
and (iii) Sukhatal (2 TWs) = 4 TW Pumping
Station A. Existing Pump Houses (PHs) 1.
Rehabilitation of Civil Works: (i) Children Park
Pump House, and (ii) Old Water Works PH. 2.
Replacement of Old Pumps: (i) Children Park PH
(9 Pumps), and (ii) Old Water Works PH (8
Pumps) = 17 Pumps. B. Proposed Pump
Houses 1. Construction of 5 PHs and Installation
of Pumps:
(i) Proposed Children Park PH (4 Pumps), (ii)
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(b)

2

Proposed Sub-project components
that involve Land Acquisition (LA)
and Resettlement and Rehabilitation
(R&R)
Sub-project components wise Progress
(a) Engineering Progress

(b)

Ground Clearing / Utility Shifting
Obtaining NOCs etc.
NOCs Obtained

3
(a)

(b)

4

5

RP Verification and update
Verification of LA and list of APs

Proposed Old Water Works PH (8 Pumps), (iii)
Proposed Sukhatal PH (6 Pumps), (iv) Proposed
Infiltration Well at Phansi
Gadhera (2 Pumps), and (v) Proposed
Sipahidhara PH (2 Pumps) = 22 Pumps.
Proposed Subproject components do not involve
LA and IR impacts. This is an IR category C
subproject package and hence RP is not
required.

• Pumps Houses completed at Children Park,
Sukhatal ,Sipahidhara and in old water works.
Old water works sump and Sipahidhara sump
also completed.
• Total 37 nos pumping unit supplied, 36 nos
installed and 36 nos commissioned.
• 4 Nos Tube well and allied works have been
completed and commissioned.
• 4 Nos. Pump Houses completed.
• 2 Nos. Sumps completed.
Works completed
1. Proposed Children Park PH: Jal Sansthan
2. Proposed Sukhatal PH: Not required; land
belongs to Pey Jal Nigam
3. Proposed TWs at Sukhatal: Not required; land
belongs to Pey Jal Nigam
4. Sipahi Dhara – Nagar Palika Parishad
5. Old Water Works PH – Jal Sansthan
6. Proposed Tube well at Boat House Club –
Nagar Palika Parishad
7. Proposed TW at Metro Pole: Jal Sansthan
Proposed Subproject components do not involve
LA and any R&R issues. Hence RP is not
prepared.
Total land in Ha: Nil. Total APs: Nil

Difference of LA and APs that
from approved RP
(c) Compensation for LA
NA
(d) Compensation for Temporary APs
NA
(e) Compensation (others, if any)
NA
(f) Revised Total RP Budget (only
NA
compensation)
(g) RP updation, submission to the ADB
NA
and its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
(a) Issue of ID cards (start and
NA
completion date
(b) Total ID cards issued till date
NA
(c) Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of APs paid)
(d) Total RP budget utilized (only
NA
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
(a) Consultations and Disclosure
• Regular cluster level meetings were
Meetings
conducted on monthly frequency basis as
public disclosure process by the CAPP
NGOs.
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•

(b)
(c)

Assistance provided to vulnerable
APs
Total grievances recorded (with
details

CAPP NGO has laid foundation by
conducting monthly cluster level committee
meetings

NA
As a part of Grievance redressal mechanism
public grievances were captured and addressed
by CAPP NGO and IPIU. Grievance redress
mechanism was followed as per designed.
Provided separately in the table.
Total 27 grievances were recorded, corrective
actions taken and resolved.

(d)

Total grievances addressed
completely and closed

6
(a)

Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved on RP
RP verification activity is not required for this
verification and update
particular subproject.
Institution/NGO involved in RP
• RP not required for this subproject. For all
implementation
subproject packages in Nainital having LA/
R&R issues CAPP NGO, Nainital was
mobilized from Feb’11 to June 13 and again
from Nov.’ 13 to Feb.’14
• DSC and IPIU is working together to bridge the
gap
Other Institutions contacted as a
1. Nagar Palika Parishad, Nainital
part of consultation and disclosure
2. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan
requirements
3. Pey Jal Nigam
4- PWD local units
5- Vendor associations

(b)

(c)

Table B-2: Supplying, laying, jointing of distribution system and rising main and
construction of CWR and appurtenant works in All Saint zone at Nainital – WSS02N
1
(a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-Project Components

(b)

Proposed Sub-project components
that involve Land Acquisition (LA)
and Resettlement and Rehabilitation
(R&R)

2
(a)
(b)

Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
All works completed and commissioned.
Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting
1. All Saint CWR: No utility shifting required. 3
nos. of trees had to be removed by Forest
Department. Trees removed on 29 May 2011.

Rising Main Laying and joining (L&J) of 1.35 Km,
250mm dia. MS-ERW Rising Main along Thandi
Sarak. Distribution Mains L&J of 1.43 Km (200300mm dia.) DI K-9; 3.77 Km (80-150mm dia.) GI;
5.17 Km House Service Connection (15/20 mm
dia.) GI. Clear Water Reservoir (CWR)
Construction of 2 nos. CWRs of 425 KL capacity
each at All Saint School and supply & installation
of Chlorinator. Softening Plant Supply &
installation of 1 MLD Online Softening Plant with
all allied works. Pumping Plants Supply &
installation of 2 nos. pumps at existing Phansi
Gadhera Pump House
Proposed Subproject components do not involve
LA. However, while laying of Rising Main along
Thandi Sarak and Distribution Mains in Talli Tal
area will involve temporary IR impacts on
squatters, roadside vendors, and other shop
keepers on the RoW of the road.
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(c)

Obtaining NOCs etc.

3
(a)

RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of APs

(b)

Difference of LA and APs that from
approved RP
Compensation for LA
Compensation for Temporary APs
Compensation (for repair of 2
temples in Thandi Sarak)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

5

Revised Total RP Budget (only
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB
and its approval

2. Rising Main in Thandi Sarak: No utility shifting
required (work done under the scope of WSS03N
Package)
3. Pumping Plants: Existing 1 pump shifted to Jal
Sansthan store; no other utility shifting required
NOCs Obtained 1. All Saint CWR: Jal Sansthan
03.12.2010
2. Tree cutting at All Saint CWR: Forest Deptt
29.05.2011
3. Tree cutting at All Saint CWR: Patan Samiti
07.05.2011
4. Laying distribution mains in PWD roads:
Government Order 09.02.2011
5. Laying distribution mains across forest land:
Forest Department 04.02.2011
6. Thandi Sarak: NOC from Nagar Palika
obtained; permission from Hon’ble High Court
obtained (Work done under scope of WSS03N
Package)
Re-verification survey was carried out by CAPP
NGO during Dec.’ 13 to Jan’ 14 and later in the
last quarter pf 2015-2016 by joint teams of DSC,
IPIU and IPMU observed that in execution with
minor socio technical interventions none of the AP
as identified in RP preparation was impacted
Total land in Ha: Nil.
After re-verification no. of APs are nil
NA
NA
Rs. 300,000.00 as proposed in RP. As no
repairmen work done, nil compensation was given
(work done under the scope of WSS03N
Package)
NA

RP was approved by ADB on 25, July, 2011
(Combined SRP was prepared for WSS02N and
WSS03N)
4
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
(a) Issue of ID cards (start and
NA
completion date)
(b) Total ID cards issued till date
NA
(c) Progress of compensation payment
After the re-verification it has been observed that
(Total number of APs paid)
none of the AP was disrupted during the execution
of the work.
(d) Total RP budget utilized (only
Nil
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
(a) Consultations and Disclosure
• Regular cluster level meetings were conducted
Meetings
on monthly frequency basis as public disclosure
process by the CAPP NGO. (Copy of CAPP
Public Consultation report for Nainital has been
placed in earlier reports).
(b) Assistance provided to vulnerable
NA after re-verification
APs
(c) Total grievances recorded (with
• The general grievances were raised by the
details)
vendors under three vendor associations in
(Children Park to entry of Thandi Sarak) area.
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They were apprehensive about digging of
pavement in front of their shops. Matter already
taken up by IPIU and other ULBs
• In this particular package for mitigation of the
grievances of the vendors and arriving at a
consensus has been taken up by jointly IPIU
and other ULBs along with the CAPP NGO. .
6
(a)

(b)

(c)

Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved on RP
1. CAPP NGO, Nainital
verification and update
2. DSC-2, Kumaun region
3. PIU, Nainital
4. IPMU, Dehradun
Institution/NGO involved
For all subproject packages in Nainital having LA/
in RP implementation
R&R issues CAPP NGO, Nainital was mobilized
from Feb’11 to June 13 and again from Nov.’ 13 to
Feb.’14
Other Institutions contacted as a part 1. Nagar Palika Parishad and
of consultation and disclosure
2. Town Level Committee(TLC), Nainital
requirements
3. Forest Department
4. Uttarakhand Jal Sansthan

Table B -3: Replacement of Old Rising Mains and Old Steel Tanks and laying of New
Rising Mains and appurtenant works at Nainital - WSS03N
1
(a)

(b)

2
(a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-Project Components

Rising Mains
1. Replacement of Old Rising Mains of approx.
15.2 Km length with new DI K-9 pipes;
2. L&J of New Rising Mains of DI K-9 pipes of
approx. 17.8 Km length; size 100-200mm.
3. L&J of New Rising Mains of DI K-9 pipes of
approx. 5 Km length for TWs.

Steel Tanks Replacement of 7 nos. Old Steel
Tanks by New Steel Tanks, capacity 60-535
KL (i) Tanki (2 Nos., 121.5 KL each) (ii)
Church (1 No., 107 KL) (iii) Ayarpata (1 No.,
181 KL) (iv) Durga Niwas (1 No., 135 KL) (v)
Inter China (1 No., 535 KL) (vi) Raj Bhavan (1
No., 60 KL) Electro Chlorinators Supply &
Installation of 14 nos. Electro-Chlorinator (2
MLD
each)
for
online
chlorination
Electromagnetic
Flow Meters Supply & installation of 35 nos.
full bore Electromagnetic Flow Meters
Proposed Sub-project components
Proposed Subproject components do not
that involve Land Acquisition (LA) and
involve LA. However, it was observed during
Resettlement and Rehabilitation
preparation of RP that laying of Rising Mains
(R&R)
in (thandi sarak, about 2 kms) would involve
temporary IR impacts on squatters, roadside
vendors, and other shop keepers on the RoW
of the road. But after execution of work to
minimize the impact with minor interventions
no impact was observed on any squatters,
vendors and other shop keeper
Sub-project components wise Progress
Engineering Progress
• Laying of rising mains
32.300 KM pipe line laid.
32.300 KM pipe line tested.
• 10 Nos steel tanks are completed and
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(b)

(c)

Obtaining NOCs etc.

3
(a)

RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of APs

(b)

Difference of LA and APs that from
approved RP
Compensation for LA
Compensation for Temporary APs
Compensation (for repair of 2 temples
in Thandi Sarak)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

4
(a)
(b)

Revised Total RP Budget (only
compensation)
RP updation, submission to the ADB
and its approval

Re-verification survey was carried out by CAPP
NGO during Dec.’ 13 to Jan’ 14 and observed
that in execution with minor socio technical
interventions none of the AP as identified in RP
preparation was impacted
Total land in Ha: Nil. Total APs: after re
verification no. of APs are nil.
NA
NA
Rs. 300,000.00 as proposed in RP. As no
repairmen work done, nil compensation was
given
NA

RP was approved by ADB on 25, July, 2011
(Combined SRP was prepared for WSS02N and
WSS03N)
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and
Nil
completion date)
Total ID cards issued till date
Nil

(c)

Progress of compensation payment
(Total number of APs paid)

(d)

Total RP budget utilized (only
compensation)
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure
• Regular cluster level meetings were
Meetings
conducted on monthly frequency basis as
public disclosure process by the CAPP NGOs.
• (Copy of CAPP Public Consultation report for
Nainital has been placed in earlier reports.

5
(a)

Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting

commissioned
• 35 Nos flow meter installed
1. Rising mains: No utility shifting required.
2. Steel tanks: Existing steel tanks to be
dismantled and shifted to Jal Sansthan.
Dismantling of existing tanks is done as per
Jal Sansthan approval, one by one.
3. Electro Chlorinators: No utility shifting
required
4. Electromagnetic Flow Meters: No utility
shifting required
NOCs Obtained
1. Rising mains in PWD roads: Government
Order 09.02.2011
2. Rising mains across Forest land: Forest
Department 04.02.2011
3. Steel tank at Tanki: Jal Sansthan March, 2011
4. Rising mains in Nagar Palika roads: Nagar
Palika (discussed and agreed to in the TLC,
dated 29 June 2011)
5. Steel tank at various loacations : all NOC’s
required are obtained

After the re-verification it has been observed that
none of the AP was disrupted during the
execution of the work.
NA
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(b)
6
(a)

Assistance provided to vulnerable APs Nil
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved on RP verification 1. CAPP NGO, Nainital
and update
2. DSC-2, Kumaun region
3. PIU, Nainital
4. IPMU, Dehradun
Institution/NGO involved in RP
CAPP NGO, Nainital
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part
1. Nagar Palika Parishad
of consultation and disclosure
2. TLC Nainital
requirements
3. Forest Department
4. Jal Sansthan

(b)
(c)

Table B - 4: Construction of Clear Water Reservoirs and appurtenant works at Nainital
WSS04N
1
(a)

Introduction
Proposed Sub-Project
Components

(b)

Proposed Sub-project components that
involve Land Acquisition (LA) and
Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R)

2

Construction of RCC Clear Water Reservoirs
ati. 800 KL CWR at Snow view-1
ii. 850 KL CWR at Snow view-2
iii. 650 KL CWR at St Xavier School
iv. 800 KL CWR at Rajbhawan
v. 650 KL CWR at Polytechnic :
vi. 650 KL CWR at China Mall
vii. 650 KL CWR at Handi Bandi
viii. 700 KL CWR at Aurobindo Ashram
ix. 800 KL CWR at Sherwood-1
x.
250 KL CWR at Sherwood-2
Proposed Subproject components involve
neither LA nor any temporary or permanent
IR impacts. This is a IR category C
subproject package and hence RP is not
required.

Sub-project components wise Progress

(a)

Engineering Progress

(b)

Ground Clearing/Utility Shifting

(c)

Obtaining NOCs etc.

3
(a)

RP Verification and Update
Verification of LA and list of APs

Total 10 Nos. CWR are Completed, tested and
commissioned at –
i. 800 KL CWR at Snow view
ii. 850 KL CWR at Snow viewiii. 650 KL CWR at St Xavier School
iv. 800 KL CWR at Rajbhawan:
v. 650 KL CWR at Polytechnic :
vi. 650 KL CWR at China Mall
vii. 700 KL CWR at Handi Bandi :
viii. 700 KL CWR at Aurobindo Ashram:
ix. 650 KL CWR at Sherwood-1:
x. 250 KL CWR at Sherwood-2:
10 Nos Flow Meters supplied & installed.
Works completed.
NOCs Obtained
(i) All NOCs of land have been obtained.
Proposed Subproject components involve
neither LA nor any temporary or permanent IR
impacts. This is a IR category C subproject
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hence RP not required.
(b)

(b)

Difference of LA and APs that from
Total land in Ha: NA Total APs: NA
approved RP
Compensation for LA
NA
Compensation for Temporary APs
NA
Compensation (others, if any)
NA
Revised Total RP Budget (only
NA
compensation)
RP up-dation, submission to the ADB
Not Applicable for this package
and its approval
Payment of Compensation and Resettlement Assistance
Issue of ID cards (start and completion
NA
date)
Total ID cards issued till date
NA
Progress of compensation payment
NA
(Total number of APs paid)
Total RP budget utilized (only
Not Applicable for this package.
compensation
Consultation and Disclosure Activities and Grievance Procedures
Consultations and Disclosure Meetings Regular cluster level meetings were conducted
on monthly frequency basis as public disclosure
process by CAPP NGO, Nainital (Copy of
CAPP Public Consultation report for Nainital
has been placed in earlier reports)
Assistance provided to vulnerable APs
Not Applicable for this package

(c)

Total grievances recorded (with details)

Nil

(d)

Total grievances addressed completely
and closed
Institutions Involved and Contacted
Institutions involved on RP verification
and update
Institution/NGO involved in RP
implementation
Other Institutions contacted as a part of
consultation and disclosure
requirements

Five

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
4
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
5
(a)

6
(a)
(b)
(c)

RP verification activity is not required for this
particular subproject package
CAPP NGO, Nainital from Feb’11 to June 13
and again from Nov.’ 13 to Feb.’14
1. Nagar Palika Parishad
2. TLC Nainital
3. Authorities of St. Xavier School
4. Authorities of Sherwood School
5. Authorities of St. Josef School
6. Sri Aurobindo Trust
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ANNEXURE I - PHOTOGRAPHS
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ANNEXURE-II

English Translation of Minutes of Meeting for Joint verification
and consultation for the land of temple at Kargi, temple
Date: 25.04.2016
In reference to letter no. UUSDIP/W-19(V-)/2195 dated 2.03.2016, a joint
verification was organized by Shri. Rajendra Nauniyal (Patwari) of Nagar Nigam,
Shri. Gangaram Uniyal, Kanoongo in presence of Mr. Indrajeet Sharma, Shri.
Gurdep Singh Kala, Tehsildar and UUSDIP representatives, Shri. S.K. Verma, A.E.
PIU, Smt. Seema Singh, SCDO, IPMU and Consultants representatives, Shri.
Sharad Mishra, RM&ME and Shri. Anjay Kumar Environment expert. After the joint
verification of the land of CPR, a lot of discussion was organized among Mr.
Indrajeet Sharma, Tehsildar, Patwari and, Kanoongo, UUSDIP officials and the
community.
Major Issues discussed
•

•

•

Shri. Indrajeet Sharma thanked all the representatives for joint verification of
the land and agreed that no portion of old Number 101/2 comes in the land
of CPR Land no. 206d.
Shri. Indrajeet Sharma requested at the meeting for providing passage to
his land and all the members present in the meeting agreed that passage
should be providing to him so that he can have access to his land.
Shri. Indrajeet Sharma said that he will write letter to Nagar Nigam for the
providing him passage to his land.

Signed by –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mr. Indrajeet Sharma
Revenue Officials
Nagar Nigam Officials
Assistant Engineer, IPIU, UUSDIP
SCDO, IPMU, UUSDIP
RM&ME expert, DSC
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